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The "Computers for KlutzessM" computer literacy course
developed by this author and successfully used for teaching
more than 500 older and many impaired adults during the past
five years is the basis for this dissertation.

Educational

literature about how best to teach the returning adult and
several prominent theories such as constructivism and
Vygotskyism are examined for helpful ideas.

Because this

literature and these theories were formulated for students
much younger than those to be taught during the research
newer theories were clearly needed.
The literature research revealed that the educational
community's returning adult's average age seemed to be in
the 30 to 40 year range.

People in this age range are well

below the chronological age for the subjects of this
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dissertation.

A wealth of research has been performed at

the behest of the National Institute on Aging
individual traits e.g.
skills,

(NIA)

dynamic and static memory,

and type face preference.

on

motor

Only since the early

1990s has in-depth research on our aging population been
performed. This research was used as a guide on how best to
teach the aging adult.

This writer prepared special texts

and materials that closely follow the NIA findings,
recent educational papers,

more

and news articles.

The results of this research prove the value of
applying both the psychological research as performed for
NIA and the educational research done by the educational
community.

Student and instructor evaluations of these

special learning materials,

special teaching methods,

and

learning environment reveal the usefulness of this wealth of
information.
In all cases,

the students,

when motivated to accept

the instructions became capable of working with a computer.
Tables of characteristics help one to classify the placement
of individuals into one of the three levels of literacy
needs.
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PREFACE

Organization of the Dissertation
»

Chapter I of this study includes a description of the
research problem,

a description of the approach to be taken

in answering the problem question,
will benefit from its solution,

the target audience that

and the rationale for

presenting this question as a reasonably important problem
to be researched.
Chapter II presents a review of selected educational
literature which deals with the teaching of older people,
the perceived benefits to older people to be gained by their
becoming computer literate,

and several recent,

pertinent

studies dealing with older people and computer literacy.

To

the educational material are added original research details
from work prepared for the National Institute on Aging

(NIA)

in the field of psychology ... cognitive and motor
investigations.
Chapter III describes the study design,
implementation methods,

detailed descriptions of the several

classes included in the research,
data.

the

and summaries of pertinent

Particular attention is be paid to outcomes of the

research several classes as they demonstrate the
effectiveness or lack thereof of the students'

viii

ability to

work with mouse-dependent and key command supplemented
instruction.
t

Chapter IV documents observations made of students,
their comprehension of the learning materials,

their

interaction with the instructor and other class members.
Several case studies are documented to better define a
student's accomplishments or lack thereof.
Chapter V summarizes the study and presents an analysis
of the findings.
in this analysis.

The researcher's conclusions are included
Suggestions of the need for further

research appears in these conclusions.
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CHAPTER X
THE PROBLEM
This dissertation is based upon the development of and
the examination of an appropriate computer literacy course
for instructing older adults
Citizens") .

(euphemistically tagged "Senior

These "Computers for KlutzesSM” courses have

been developed and used for teaching more than 500 older
students and many impaired individuals.

Student ages ranged

from 21 to 94 years.
This author's publication experience commenced in 1958
with the printing and distribution of "The Technical
Writer's Guide" by The Coca-Cola Company.

This author

carried out extensive examinations of educational and
psychological literature.

These efforts produced the

"Computers for KlutzessM1’ courses that were successfully
used in this study.
Problem Statement
A problem such as the teaching of computer literacy to
older adults in a classroom environment,
treatise,

is extremely complex.

the focus of this

It must take into account

the effect of the classroom environment,

the interaction of

students with the instructor and among themselves,

and

ability of the text and teaching methods to produce a
satisfactory student literacy level upon course completion.
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Other researchers have

said that older adults may

require special computer teaching methods,
materials,

and different environments

available at current day K-12
facilities.

different

from those presently

and higher educational

A successful course entitled "Computers

for

Klutzes" which was developed by this author for the teaching
of computer literacy to older adults will be the
for learning materials used in this
It is

framework

study.

the goal of this dissertation to test,

evaluate,

and document the results obtained from a successful computer
literacy course.

Special attention will be paid to the

student’s need for slower,
And,

less

technical presentations.

the placing of fewer demands on students

for the

development of new motor skills.
Older adult motor skills
processing memory

(Vercruyssen,

(Tun & Wingfield,

slow down as aging progresses.

1996)

1996)

and

have been shown to

The problem to be

studied

is:
Is it practical to teach computer literacy to older
adults while insisting that they develop new motor
skills and simultaneously understand a
vocabulary?
equipment

strange,

new

Must learning to use a foreign piece of

(the computer)

be made a challenge instead of

becoming something that will perform desired tasks when
properly directed to do so?
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There is a need to assess the "friendliness" of the
icon,

mouse-driven pointer system now used to issue commands

to an application program.
keyboard commands

It is believed that using

to eliminate or drastically reduce the

need to manipulate the mouse pointer will

result in task

performance improvement for older students.

This approach

will place only a single learning requirement on the older
adult whose dynamic memory is being challenged by such
foreign material as computer tasks.

Rationale
The complexity which surrounds

the use of this

sophisticated machine is the very feature which causes the
older generation

...

microcomputer we

know today

touch.

that generation which preceded the
...

to be left behind and out of

That generation witnessed the rise of computer

capabilities.

It

saw the computer creep into industry,

commerce and services.

Yes,

controllers of appliances
machine,

even into their homes as

(the microwave),

and burglar alarms.

But,

the video tape

once the computer reached

beyond the appliance function and started being a mechanism
for producing letters and for becoming an amusement facility
for playing mind-challenging and physically challenging
games,

its capabilities overwhelmed those who had not

remained intimately in touch.
The Gerontoliqist in an article which was

co-authored

by a psychiatrist and a computer scientist'(Gianturco &

3

Ramm,

1973)

which was

intended to promote computer use as

"intellectually stimulating" ended with the

following:

The powerless and helpless feeling of the aged is
due not only to increasing infirmity but to society's
failure to set up institutions and systems that would
make it possible for the elderly to overcome the
handicaps they have.
Benefits to society as a whole
would be enormous as there is no greater cost in our
society than the cost of personal service.
An elderly
person with a maximum amount of ability to care for
himself/herself would save society huge sums of money.
The costs of institutionalization are already
exorbitant and this will not change.
Technological
innovations in these areas will help the senior members
of society to continue as viable participants in its
processes.

It

is this

study's

intention to demonstrate that our

aging population can learn to make a microcomputer perform
useful
using

tasks when classes are held in a
friendly texts,

and a

friendly environment

friendly presentation.

hoped that examining the outcomes of classes

It is

taught to use

mouse-dependent commands and the outcomes of classes that
utilize materials

enriched with keyboard commands would give

some indication of a more

satisfactory way to present

technical material to older adults.

Older adults may find

that a reduction of mouse dependence may bring a greater
feeling of confidence.
It may be that older people need only larger command
sensitive areas which would make pointing accuracy less
demanding or it may be that further studies will be needed
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to develop specifications or guidelines

for software

&

hardware developers to when trying to make their products
older adult

friendly.

Bringing Computer Literacy to the Older Adult
Capitalism,

being what

older person market.

it is,

has begun to woo the

People who have had little exposure to

computer technology are now the targets of the computer
industry.

They are many in number

are over the age of

64

...

in the United States.

sales pressure being exerted in all
newspapers,
people

magazines,

more than 32 million

television,

With all the

the media
and radio,

...
many older

seem to feel a need to become computer literate.

This

author can report that older or impaired adults

recognize a need to become computer literate.

They have a

perceived need for friendly texts and friendly learning
environments.

Classes offered at Keene State College,

Jaffrey-Rindge Middle School,
NH,

Jaffrey,

School,

Concord,

and St.

Thomas Aquinas High School,

NH,

Bishop Brady High

New Hampshire College,
Dover,

Manchester,

NH,

NH have been

oversubscribed each time this author's Computers

for Klutzes

literacy course has been offered.

Serious Questions for the Older Adult
But,

is the people friendly,

mouse-driven computer

really friendly to the older population?
old

(65-80 year old)

old-old
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Do intermediate

(80 years old and up)

adults

have good eye/hand coordination?

Are they able to see well

enough to position the pointer exactly where it needs
Are they able to relate
perform?

Is

"pictures"

their dynamic

to tasks

(processing)

to go?

they want to

memory capable of

handling the work?
Today's
pointer,

computer software

menus,

system makes

and "toolbars".

features the mouse-driven
It

the computer "people

operator has only to

is

claimed that

friendly" because the

"point and click".

adults hindered or helped by this
easier to key combinations

such a

But,

technique?

are older
Can they adapt

that can become part of a process

which in turn will

result in having the computer perform a

desired activity?

Are these mechanical devices and pictures

an improvement over other methods

for controlling the

computer or do they work against older people whose physical
and dynamic mental processes are deteriorating?
Do older people have a problem reading today's
materials and listening to today's
people's vocabularies different
generation?

For instance,

entering characters

from those of the current

into a computer as

typing?

like DOS,

CD-ROM,

Do they

RAM,

or

Can they even relate to the defining words?

Are instructors
people?

Aren't older

don't older people refer to

understand computer acronyms

ASCII?

teachers?

teaching

sympathetic to the needs of older

Do they understand the everyday language of older
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people and use it when teaching them?
college .instructors

know how to relate today's terminology

to the terminology of the
instructors

Do current K12 or

forties and fifties?

Do

know to slow down when presenting new concepts

to older people whose idea processing speed is
younger people's?

Do instructors who are

lower than

trained to work

with the young and with younger adults really understand how
to interact with older adults?

The National Institute on Aging has Tried to Answer the
Above Questions

Many quantitative studies have been performed to
determine cognitive capabilities of the over
Edward R.

Roybal Centers

(June,

1996)

skills,

use of electronic

acquisition of basic computer

and instructional design for training older adults

to use an electronic communications system.

Books

"The Handbook of Human Factors and the Older Adult"
Rogers,

The

for improving movement

of the mouse,

communications networks,

group.

for Research on Applied Gerontology

have developed recommendations
control

64

1997),

such as
(Fisk &

present many of these findings are available.

These studies have produced good data but they have not yet
been applied extensively.

No texts seem to be available for

students whose ages exceed those expected in the college
level returning learner group or those most often found in
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the high school outreach programs.
old)

The over 50's

(young

need attention.
This

study will test most of the proffered solutions

and will utilize many recommendations

from psychological,

cognitive and motor research.

Much of Chapter 2

covers

this

material starting on page 34.

An effort will be made to

prepare a computer literacy text and curriculum for the
groups.
The texts will endeavor to utilize techniques

that

recent research has

found to be helpful when working with

the older learner.

The lesson plans will

incorporate

presentation techniques which these studies
best results.

Presentation materials

...

show produce the

slides,

will be used to enhance the learning process.

etc.

...

Socialization

among the students will be encouraged because it is said
that this activity improves the older adult

learning

environment.
The study's

learning environment will be a more

intimate one of instructing small

...

six person

...

groups.

Groups whose size is held to six are easier for a single
instructor to handle,
socialization.

yet they are large enough to encourage

Such groups

should ease the students'

apprehension and make learning come more readily.
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One unknown that seems

to lack an answer is

that of the

friendliness of pointer, menu, and picture driven software.
Does

the pointing device

...

the mouse

upon the final learning outcomes?
commands as
results?
dependent,

a

...

have an effect

Will teaching keyboard

supplement to pointer techniques

Since today's

improve the

software seems to be pointer

investigation of the desirability to utilize

other control methods may be of value.

Student outcomes

when supplementing the mouse with non-mouse methods

could

lead to improved capabilities over those achieved when
relying upon the mouse.

Perhaps

that a redesign of current

there will be an indication

software is in order.

Importance: Enhancing the Quality of Life for the Older
Citizen
As people age they become less and less able to get
about and more dependent on other means of socialization.
The telephone is an essential
help if one needs it.

service.

Portable,

With it one can find

wireless cell phones are now

thought to be just as necessary as the ordinary wiredependent ones.

The cell phone can be carried in the glove

compartment of an automobile and used to summon help if one
breaks down on the highway.
means

Is the telephone the primary

for reaching out to others?

to socialize over long distances?
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Is it still

the only way

What about other necessities

such as

food or medicine

that are. needed no matter what the weather outside is?
Computer literate people

(Chandrasekaran,

internet service have found that local

1997)

who have

internet bulletin

boards give them a way to seek the needed assistance in a
non-offending manner.
socialization,

brings

same time eases

Internet use encourages
about good feelings,

life's burdens.

and yet at the

Communication is most

acceptable in the delayed mode as delivered by local
bulletin boards.
One of this writer's

students who suffers

from multiple

sclerosis puts it:
"As

you know I

have progressive M.S.

as

you can

see writting has become more difficult with each
episode

I never had any idea of the world the

computer can open up Me and other like me:
There are times when my illness
active
weeks

&

I

am confused to

(undecipherable)

to months but now I can

know & to all the new ones

Internet course.

&

for

type to friends

I

I haven't yet met that

I will meet because of you."
Computer Basics

is very

(She

course and has

finished the

signed up for the

She expects to use it to network

with others who share her disease).
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Can the computer when properly presented bring about
learning improvements for the developmentally disabled?

Can

one hand operation of the computer benefit the physically
disabled who cannot use two hands or have a limited range of
movement with either or both hands?

Can the sight impaired

utilize mouse free techniques?
The Internet chat room, an electronic meeting place,
provides a real time experience which offers still more
social interactivity.

The participant can reach out to

others all over the world much as the woman above wants to
do.

Chat rooms encourage different kinds of discussions ...

a person picks the topic and finds a chat room where such a
topic is being discussed.

"Senior citizen" groups get into

discussing literature, prose, poetry,

genealogy,

and others.

The latest type of chat group uses real time video.
This is possible with the video cameras and audio equipment
now available for microcomputers.

The more sophisticated

CUseeMe approach can be used with small groups of people.
However,

the video cam,

two user communications mode is very

satisfactory for more intimate conversations.
All these communications media can be handled by
computer literate people.

However; the average percentage

of computer literates for the 50 plus age group is somewhere
between 10% and 15% of the population.
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With taxpayer

organizations pushing the idea of reducing taxes the goal of
making more older people computer literate and computer
using is that it can bring big returns and make such cuts
quite practical.

It is not just the better lifestyle.

It

is the chance to improve and maintain health at a small
fraction of the cost of that produced by managed care.
%

More and more medical information is available over the
internet.

Self-diagnostic questionnaires help people find

out what could possibly be troubling them.

Primary and

secondary diagnoses can be produced and sent to a person's
physician for information and interpretation.
Pharmaceutical data which describes the actions of different
medicines and their interaction with one another is easily
found as are data on where one can find computer adaptations
to make computer use easier.
Even though telemedicine is in its infancy.

Patients

can be monitored as they live in their own homes.
Treatments can be checked on from a distance and
practitioners can receive help from experts who may be half
the world away from them.

Automated patient monitoring does

not require a patient to be computer literate, but other
important medical applications may well require it to be
successful.
Just plain pleasure can be sought from the computer.
Vacation trips can be scheduled, tickets purchased, and
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transportation charges held down by locating bargains on
Internet.

Pleasure, while not considered a necessity by

some, produces improved emotional well being with its
resulting reduction in anxiety and increased stability.
Quality of life is also mobility and the ability to
locate more appropriate living quarters or facilities.
Should one decide to find a new home to buy,

rent or lease,

a search of the internet can result in locating just what is
wanted.

A person can find out details about the area being

examined such as the type of people ,
shopping facilities,

health care,

etc.

local culture,
The accommodations

may appear to be right but the type of community in which it
is located is just as important, perhaps more so.
Finding a retirement community can be very special
because to be most useful it must have features such as food
service and health care that are usually not found in
housing developments.
compatible.

Here one's neighbors must be

The number of services available to residents,

while important,

is secondary to social considerations.

It

is the neighbor that becomes more important as one's
mobility decreases.

Looking into all facets of such a

community is most vital and can many times be accomplished
through studying information available on the internet.
Possessing these data before contacting a salesperson is
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helpful because such a person tends to omit less positive
facts about a property when discussing the details.
Those who need to continue working to maintain their
lifestyle,

or even existence, must be computer literate.

in

today's world, businesses are so dependent upon computers
that most require new employees to be computer literate and
many times will test them to be certain.

The older worker

is most vulnerable to this requirement and, therefore, most
in need of training.
desirable.

Computer literacy is not just

It is mandatory.

A short listing of computer controlled equipment that
one finds in the business world begins at the retail store
cash register.

Restaurants of all sizes use computers for

placing and keeping track of food and beverage orders.
Offices use computers for everything from correspondence to
accounting and other record keeping.

There are very few

places one can go today and not find a computer.

In

engineering departments where machinery is designed and
plans are drawn the computer appears with its calculation
and Computer Aided Design capabilities.

On the

manufacturing floor numerically controlled machines perform
what is called Computer Aided Manufacturing and work
stations report task completions.

Only in the area of

manual labor is the computer absent ... for the moment.

14

Study Design
Procedure

Appropriate texts will be prepared to teach computer
basics and word processing.

Both presentation and wording

will be specially formulated for older and impaired adults.
The class environment will be intimate to permit
socialization which these students need for greatest effect.
Lesson plans and instructor directions will be prepared so
this study can be replicated.
Since a great doubt exists in this writer's mind that
the mouse-driven pointer is older-adult friendly,

the

teaching text will supplement the mouse directions with
keyboard command directions.

It is believed that there will

be a significant difference in student performance when
using the supplemented text.
Research Limits and Specially Prepared Materials

This writer believes that a curriculum should be
developed that supplements mouse-driven pointer instructions
with instructions for using keyboard commands.
materials,

student instructions,

All

lesson plans, and lesson

content will be held constant throughout the study.

These

materials will all be specially prepared for the older or
impaired learner.

Half of the classes will be taught to use

pointing devices.

The remaining classes will be given

directions for issuing commands from the keyboard to
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supplement the manual pointing techniques.

A number of

randomly- assigned groups of six students will be used in the
study.

Several groups will receive only mouse-dependent

instructions.

Other groups will receive the enhanced

instructions.

Evaluation methods

1. Surveys

2.

a.

Recruiting questionnaire.

b.

Student exit evaluation.

c.

Follow up survey after 30 days and 60 days.

Interviews
a.

Recruiting interview.

b.

Error reviews.

c.

Exit interview following examination of
lesson 6 output.

3.

Examination of student work as recorded on
removable disks.

The Texts

a.

Print,

b.

Repeat for student's homework.

c.

Compare them.

...

correct, and note progress in class.

Computer Basics

(Word Processing)

Texts prepared by this author
and C, p.

166)

(see Appendixes B, p.

will consist of those that have been

specially prepared with the older student in mind.
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Their

150

content will be limited to the use of a word processor.
Each lesson with the exception of the first,

"getting

i

acquainted",

lesson will contain at least six exercises to

be performed by the student.

The course shall be comprised

of six lessons each of which will require two and one half
hours of instruction and practise time to complete.
Teaching Environment

The plan is to hold small classes made up of six
students,

each of whom has a computer to work with,

lighted room,
keyboards,

comfortable chairs,

a well

reasonably placed

and computers grouped in a way that encourages

socialization.

Each student will be able to see a screen or

chalk board that the instructor will use for demonstration.
It is hoped that all sessions might be video taped or at the
very least photographed with a digital camera.

Some sound

recordings will be made.
Student Survey Instruments

Four instruments are planned.
collecting appropriate information
144,
1.

147,

They will be used for
(see Appendix A, pp.

138,

148).

Recruiting Survey (see Appendix A, p.

138)

... to find

out a number of things about the new student:
a* Do you own a computer?

e. What is your
education?
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b. Have you had a touch

f. What do you enjoy?

typing course?

1. TV
2. Looking up things

c. What is your age?

3. Reading

d. What is your gender?

g. What do you hope to
learn from this
course?

e. How much computer training
have you had?

2.

Student Evaluation Survey covering lessons 1,

2,

and

3... to find out what the student has learned from the class
and what suggestions he/she might give to make the class
more meaningful.

Both mouse-dependent and mouse supplement

groups will respond to the mouse use and word processing
facility questions
3.

(see Appendix A, p.

147).

Student Evaluation Survey covering lessons 4,

5,

and

6... to find out what the student has learned from the
class and what suggestions he/she might give to make
the class more meaningful.

Both mouse-dependent and

mouse supplement groups will respond to the mouse use
and word processing facility questions
p.

148).

(see Appendix A,

Wrap up questions concerning the entire

course of study and additional open ended questions
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seeking the student's ideas about what leave out or
what, else to include in the course.
4.

A 90 day follow up questionnaire will include questions

about continued use of a computer since the end of classes
(see Appendix A, p.

138).
Target Audience

With today's upheaval in the workplace the older worker
is less and less certain of keeping his/her job.

Many times

their higher pay scales have as much to do with being chosen
for downsizing as any other attribute.
study

(Costello,

staff,

1997)

points out,

As the Radcliffe

employers,

their training

and professional trainers all consider the older

worker as being either less trainable or totally
untrainable.
The age group,
identifier,

though chronological age is a spurious

starting at age 50 is the most vulnerable.

Because our national government has chosen 55 as the magic
age for entering the senior group, much of the demographic
information overlooks the younger population

(down to age 50

plus and those with inhibiting disabilities of any age)
which is very much at risk.

It is the at risk individuals

who need computer training.

Most have had little personal

contact with the computer, yet are the first to be
criticized by employers for lacking computer skills.
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Study Sample

The sample population will be selected from communities
in the southwest portion of the State of New Hampshire.
Computer labs will be sought in the communities of Keene,
Jaffrey, and Peterborough.

Each of the three chosen sites

will be used for training two groups

... one group will be

taught using only the mouse-driven pointer while the second
group will be taught the same material but use of keyboard
commands will be stressed.
The population ... 36 in all

... will be balanced to

reflect the aging population as to sex,
level,

age,

educational

and local ethnicity.

Summary

How best does one teach computer literacy to the older
adult?

The older adult,

those above the age of fifty,

the target of corporate downsizing,
people in academia,

industry,

is

is believed by younger

and government to be

untrainable. But attention needs to be paid to this is the
fastest growing segment of our population.

This segment

besides being the fastest growing is also the group that
matured before computers achieved their current workplace
dominance.
One piece of computer hardware that this researcher
purports to be troublesome for the older adult is the mouse-
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driven pointer.

While this pointer system is believed to

greatly ^simplify the issuing of computer commands,

it

militates against the older adult who has significantly
slower cognition & who is physically less adept than are the
younger members of the population.

The mouse pointer has

become a welcome facility for young people.
The literature review that is documented in Chapter II
examines educational materials,

news and periodical stories.

National Institute on Aging sponsored research,
presentation authorities.

and written

From these acknowledged expert

sources and this writer's extensive teaching experience the
study design will be developed.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter we will examine the usual educational
sources,

the less usual news sources,

some related academic

discipline sources,

and selected sources that pertain to

idea presentation.

This author believes that the problem

of how best to bring about computer literacy in the older
segment of the population requires a many faceted approach.
Contents of the ERIC clearinghouses were searched for
information relating to the teaching of computer technology
to older adults.

Eric Digest listings were searched for

the same information.

These sources alone produced large

amounts of appropriate information.
Lexus Nexus' extensive files were used to locate many
articles from periodicals and newspapers. A number of these
complemented some of the journal articles and Digest
materials quite nicely.

For instance,

the Blacksburg

Electronic Village Community Network was documented in
formal reports by faculty of the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University.

Stories about the

Blacksburg experiment appeared in such publications as
Parade Magazine,

the Herald Times of Bloomington,

Indiana,

and the American Occupational Therapy Association Magazine.

The National Institute on Aging's Roybal Centers for
Research on Applied Gerontology produced much of interest
that is applicable to the teaching of older adults.
Centers'

Roybal

research covered such fundamentals as sensory and

perceptual functioning as well as design concepts for
written instructions that apply to older adults.
Because the quality of the student text was considered
to be crucial to this research, materials on the written
word were also examined.

These searches netted items which

have contributed to the learning materials used in this
research project.

Excerpts from the teaching materials may

be found in Appendixes B & C

(pp.

137 - 165) .

The Educator's Outlook
Measuring Adult Intelligence

More than 90 years ago Binet and Simon worked out an
intelligence test that predicted elementary school
performance quite reliably.

They examined two possible

methods for assessing intelligence.

The first,

a

psychological method which -concentrated upon intellectual
processes such as memory and abstract thinking.
second,

The

a pedagogical method which concentrated upon

assessing what an individual already knows.

Their

psychological intelligence assessment paradigm has remained
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substantially unchanged from their original tests
(Ackerman,

1996) .

Adult intelligence tests generally employ the same
psychological approach with an increased difficulty level
(Ackerman,

1996).

However,

though the Binet-Simon tests

were quite dependable for predicting school success at both
primary and secondary levels,

they were found to be less

/

predictive in post-secondary academic and occupational
areas.

Recent research in education,

cognitive science,

and adult development suggests that the adult intellect is
not adequately sampled by the enhanced Binet-Simon approach
and that perhaps the pedagogical method would produce
superior results

(Ackerman,

1996 and Gregory,

1994).

Several lines of research have tried to redefine adult
intellect.

It is an intellect which places greater

emphasis on stored knowledge than on process.

Several

approaches to knowledge measurement that diverge from
traditional intellectual performance measures have
demonstrated that adult performance is greatly influenced
by prior topic and area knowledge

(Wagner,

1987).

Some

literature indicates that the knowledge measured by the
Graduate Records Examination

(GRE)

- Advanced topic

examination is a better indicator of post-graduate
performance than the reworked Binet-Simon.
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Knowledge and Intelligence Studies
%

"The dilemma for adult intellectual assessment is that
the adult is rarely presented with a completely novel
problem in the real world of academic or occupational
endeavors."

(Ackerman,

1996).

Adults draw heavily upon

accumulated knowledge and skills when asked to solve
problems.

Adult intellect is better measured by tasks that

the person can accomplish and the skills that have been
developed rather than the number of syllogistic reasoning
items which can be correctly evaluated.

The content of the

intellect is as important as the processes of intellect in
evaluating an adult's real-world problem solving ability.
Knowledge based expert systems are replacing the "General
Problem Solver" in artificial intelligence work.

No amount

of processing power can achieve real-world problem solving
proficiency if a large set of relevant knowledge structures
is not available to the process software

(Gregory,

He explains the difference between knowledge
intelligence)

and process

1994).

(stored

(kinetic intelligence) /

Artificial Intelligence Proponents Endorse the Use of
Currently Available Tools

Research examining the expert/novice differences
indicates that the typical expert differs from the novice
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in terms of experience and the knowledge of structures that
are developed through that experience rather than resulting
from cognitive processing

(Glaser,

1991).

Research from

developmental and gerontological perspectives has shown
that aspects of adult intellectual functioning are "greatly
determined by knowledge structures and less influenced by
the kinds of process measures
Tosti-Vasey,
Brown

(Schooler,

1987; Willis &

1990).

(1990)

fashions his proposal for learning

enhancement through artificial intelligence around
Resnick's

(1987)

address to the American Educational

Research Association.

In this address Resnick focused upon

the distinction between "practical and formal
intelligence".

She argued that practical,

out of school

intelligence involves a great deal of highly successful
learning about which we know little.

Brown

(1990)

examines

the differences between the in-school and outside school
worlds and notes that technology exists both in and out of
school; therefore, he states an epistemology linking both
worlds

[using the computer] would be most beneficial.

They

(Resnick,

1987 and Brown,

1990)

agree that since

technology pervades both the inside and outside school
worlds, we risk reinforcing the division which exists
between the learning theories of either of the two by
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choosing just one to examine.

"We risk automatically and

blindly ‘inheriting all the widely recognized secondary
problems of transferring in-school knowledge to the out-of¬
school world where it is intended to be used."

In formulating his

(Brown,

1990)

new epistemology he

tries to carefully distinguish between the theorists'
accounts of cognition and the actual practices of ordinary
people as they perform activities from which they learn.
Artificial intelligence and intelligent tutoring systems
tend to assume that knowledge resides in the brain as
unique concepts and that abstractions are looked upon as
material things.

Brown

(1990)

states that:

Good learning situations . are successful not
because they enable a learner to ingest preformed
knowledge in some optimal way, but, rather, because
they provide initially underdetermined, threadbare
concepts to which, through conversation, negotiation,
and authentic activity, a learner adds texture.
Learning is much more an evolutionary, sense- making,
experiential process of development than of simple
acquisition.

Memory Tools Adjust to Being About Solutions to Problems

Adults

... just plain folks and experts — tend to

solve problems in quite similar fashions.

Knowledge is

commencing to be recognized as a social construction
(Wittgenstein,

1968; Bloor,

1983; and Lave,
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1988).

Out of

school adults either just plain folks or experts tend to
"work things out" in much the same fashion.

Brown

(1990)

states.
Both

[plain folks and experts]

have a belief system

that treats learning as a sense-making pursuit that
grapples with ill-defined problems
Duguid,

1989).

(Brown, Collins,

Both are heavily situated.

produce reasonable,

Both try to

causal stories about their

Both negotiate with the situations

&

world.

. Both take as much

advantage as possible of their embodied and embedded
position to help them make inventive and insightful
assumptions and approximations.
from the sort of activity that,

This is quite distinct
as Resnick shows,

is

assumed to go on in school.
This new epistemology should reflect

(and could easily

fit within Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal Development

(ZPD)

framework):

. the way people interact and share with the world.
. the environment and context in which both users and
tools are embedded and allow learners to utilize
inventive problem-solving skills.
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. users desires to add texture by talking and
experiencing the situation.
. the analogic process of "seeing as".
Good Learning for Both Genders Requires a Merging of
Techniques

If educational models are based upon one type of
thought ... rational,
thinking are different

analytic,

then those whose ways of

(subjective,

inductive) may feel

alien to such a learning environment.

Gallos

(1992)

states

that women are asked "to learn the experiences of men and
accept them as representative of all human experience."
Collard and Stalker

(1991)

speak of the "adversarial logic"

of argument and counterargument that dominates many
classrooms and say that it is foreign to many people's
preferred learning styles.

Gallos

(1992)

believes that

academic learning is often separated from life experience
with the result that even highly competent,
experience self-doubt.
identify students'

Pearson

(1992)

confident women

suggests that one

individual learning style preferences

and design environments that allow for diversity of
temperament,

style,

and culture that balance challenge with

support and build upon students'

strengths.

Effective environments for many women who are
"connected knowers"

(Belenky et al,
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1996)

help them to see

themselves as creators of knowledge and builders of theory
constructed from experience

(Hayes,

In experiential learning,

1989).

the teacher facilitates a

process where participants work to translate their
experience into theory,

and their theories into relevant

information for real life exchanges

(Gallo,

1992).

Other ways to knowledge from developmental differences
to encourage adult learning include:
. redesigning course content to include other
perspectives.
. using teaching methods that are cooperative,
democratic,

and collaborative

(Hayes,

1989).

. valuing affective as well as cognitive forms of
knowledge.
. requiring critical reflection on experience.
. integration of theory with action.
Caffarella

(1992)

gives other instructional

strategies:
. centrality of relationships.
. diverse and nonlinear life patterns.
. intimacy and identity.
Such strategies as small group and panel discussions,
facilitator demonstration and student practice of
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behaviors, case studies,
metaphor analysis,

role playing,

telling one's story,

critical incident technique,

and

structured experiences were suggested as an answer to the
feminine gender's needs.
Creating a Climate for Adult Learners

It is important to remember that each adult is an
individual but some generalities seem to apply.
(1987)

Kalamas

identified the following from a search of the

literature:
. adults can learn throughout their lives.
. adults are many times their worst enemies through
doubt of their own ability to learn new things.
. older adults may need encouragement to engage in
learning activities.
. with their broad range of experiences,

adults have

the advantage over youth in their ability to learn
through association.
. adult life cycles influence learning.
Every adult progresses through a series of life phases.
each child bearing,

family,

and empty nest phase,

certain

behaviors and skills or developmental tasks need to be
learned.

Life cycle phases influence how individuals

approach learning as well as what they want or need to
learn,
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In

A learning environment that satisfies
adult learners
which succeed.

the needs

of

is a key element of adult education programs
Imel

(1988)

states,

"The challenge is

to

create a non-threatening atmosphere in which adults have
permission and are expected to share in the responsibility
for their learning."

She goes on to list some strategies

for accomplishing this:
.

establish adult-to-adult rapport.

.

build rapport in a learning environment.

.

use positive nonverbal communication.

.

deal with the whole person.

.

address

.

share authority.

.

employ informal room arrangements

learners as equals.

chairs in a circle,
.

in a

"LJ"

...

place

or around a table.

create a participatory environment which helps
learners assume responsibility for their own
learning.

.

involve the learners

in deciding on course

content.
.

establish class management guidelines.

.

have learners

.

monitor learner satisfaction throughout the

serve as instructional resources.

activity.
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.
.

*

provide multiple
learners
best

learning options which enable

to choose which methods and materials

suit each of their needs.

.

facilitate adult

.

provide

independence.

for individual differences.

Collaborative Learning for Higher Education
Gokhale

(1995)

class of electrical
if any,

performed a quantitative study on a
technology students

value collaborative learning

group or paired)
and critical

to determine what,

(students working in a

had for the learning of drill and practice

thinking skills.

The researcher believes

that:
The advances

in technology and changes

organizational
emphasis

in the

infrastructure put an increased

on teamwork within the workforce.

need to be able to think creatively,
and make decisions as

a team.

Workers

solve problems,

Therefore the

development and enhancement of critical-thinking
skills

through collaborative learning is one of the

primary goals

Findings
1.

of technology education.

from Gokhale's

(1995)

study showed that:

On a test comprised of "drill and practise" items
there was no significant difference between the
results obtained from the group which studied
independently and the group which studied
collaboratively.

However,
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the independent study

group did score

slightly lower on the test than did

'the collaborative study group

...

independent mean

i

11.89,
2.

collaborative mean = 13.56

p>0.05).

There was a

significant difference between the

independent

study group and the collaborative

group when comparing mean scores
thinking item test

...

Vygotsky's
agrees with the

(1978)

collaborative learning makes

to perform the

levels

same tasks

(F=3.69,

study.

students

p<0.001).

He writes

that

capable of performing

than the same students asked

individually.

suggest that child development converts
functions,

on the critical

work with psychological processes

findings of this

at higher intellectual

study

independent mean = 8.63,

collaborative mean = 12.21

mental

(F=1.91,

and that higher mental

He goes on to
socialization into
functions were at

one time actual relations among people.
Bruner

(1985)

theorizes

that cooperative learning

improves problem solving strategies only because the
students

in the group are confronted with different

interpretations of any given situation.

He seems to think

that such a grouping of learners brings about the asking of
questions,
assistance.

the

seeking of help,

This

and the making use of such

interaction among learners alters the ZPD
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I

because

the

learning

complex 'problems

group

and

is

capable

remembering

the

of

solving more

solution.

Inclusive Adult Learning Environments
Knowles

(1970)

which

affected

to be

learned.

in

a

students
This

learning
Imel

(1995)

than

and during

that

each

(1970)

the

before

session

overview,
all

a

event;

introductions,

are

great

environment

find

is

should create
can

thrive

activities

"greatly affect"

to understand

arrangements;

greeting,

which must be
that

learning

theory.
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by the

in

learners.

the

prior
the
and

learner

and the

activity
instructor

attended to.

factors

the

some

suggested

Promotional materials

designed

upon

It

and

in".

teaching

could

status

seem to

learners

"fit

climate

the materials

the

Adults

and treatment

recognizing
influence

about

all

to

had a

since been noted

adults

physical

including

has

teach

that

270) .

considerations

educators
exert

(p.

than

inhospitable.

who

session

activities

the

(1982)

in which

noted

first

announcements;

opening

to be

those

concept

1982).

attempting

classroom climate

needs

(Hall,

environments

Knowles

are

climate

environments

learning
rather

of women

classrooms

as much or more

paper prepared by Hall

education

by

suggested that

Adult

environment

A learning

to

Tidball

(1995)

suggests that learning environments

must be inclusive at three
.

one that reflects

levels:

the diversity of those present

curriculum and pedagogical/androgogical
.

...

style.

one that pays attention to wider contexts

in which

the students work and live.
.

one that in some way reflects
a

the changing needs of

society which is becoming more and more diverse

(p.

4) .

Learner diversity causes the

selection of an

appropriate curriculum and course content if the work is to
be inclusive.
learners

The culture and knowledge base of all

should be accommodated as much as is possible.

Each learner must be considered when choosing materials
(Ross-Gordon,
in general

1993) .

Things which seem to apply to women

cannot be considered as applying to women of

color as well.
Imel

(1995)

concludes

that

"Because a primary goal of

inclusive learning environments is to equalize power
between teachers and learners and among learners in the
learning setting,
the most complex."

issues related to power and control are
Acknowledging and discussing these
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issues can be a

first

step in addressing them.

Assessing

problems of the elderly.
»

What Psychological Research Tells Us
Cognition and Motor Skills Studies
Our aging population is presenting challenges
our culture and our economy.
the over
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to both

With the predicted growth of

group to a massive 22%

of total population,

work has been undertaken to document what older adults are
capable of doing both mentally and physically.
older adults

Keeping

abreast of the technology that they may need

to use to remain independent is of great economic
importance.

Older people must be encouraged to place less

dependence upon costly,

outside services and more

dependence upon assistive technology.

Since doing so will

require older adults to acquire or maintain technical
skills,

these

studies of the older person's capabilities

are most vital.
The recent changes
the projections

in demography and technology and

of their future values would tell a human

factors designer that members of the older population must
be considered.

How they learn and how they forget are two

of the issues to be considered when designing technical
literacy courses

for this group.

that was dubbed "experts" by Brown
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This is the same group
(1990)

in his proposal

of a new epistemology for learning.
its wealth of

"fossilized"

It is this group with

knowledge that is approaching

the older aging classifications.
Most of our scientific knowledge about the aging
process

is

of recent vintage.

impressive considering the

Though its depth is most

short time it has been in the

forefront of research efforts ... since the
1996).

The National

1970's

(Howell,

Institute on Aging and the Department

of Veterans Affairs were responsible

for pouring an

estimated $601 million into aging research between 1970 and
1990.

The results have been many but there is

still a

great distance to go.
This author

found much relevant material

sponsored by the National
particular,

materials

Institute on Aging

from the Edward R.

Research on Applied Gerontology.

in research
(NIA).

In

Roybal Centers

for

Many studies were

performed in an attempt to isolate how older adults manage
to overcome loss

in processing speed used to interpret and

learn new concepts.

This dynamic memory loss

to other shortcomings

seems to lead

such as control of physical actions

necessary for manipulation of the computer mouse.
the Roybal Centers

Many of

studies utilized the Apple computer with

its mouse-oriented format as

the research tool.

This

resulted in a greater emphasis upon teaching the older
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adult how to use the mouse instead of concentrating on
course content.

This author considers this approach to be

a great waste of time as well as

a being a source of

irritation for the student.
Two recent
al,

1996)

studies

(Morrell,

et al,

1996 and Kelley et

performed under by The Center for Applied

Cognitive Research on Aging one of the Roybal Centers
looked into the most effective ways
information to older adults.

to present computer

In both studies a specially

developed and administered bulletin board system was used
to test skill attainment and retention of groups of
individuals
that came
•

aged

60 to 74

from these

and 75 up.

The recommendations

studies were:

Make computers readily available either through
specially reduced pricing or by setting up drop in
centers where the older adults to go to use
computers.

•

Use a instructional material that is designed
specifically for the older learner.

•

Clearly written,
instructions

•

concise,

illustrated,

step-by-step

seemed to produce better results.

Age-related declines in certain cognitive mechanisms
may be responsible at least in part

for some of the

performance differences noted in previous research.
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•

Older adults

can acquire and retain computer skills

but those over 75 will most likely need more
assistance while being trained.
Previous

to the above

studies,

Morrell and Echt

(1996)

wrote a paper about how to design the written instructions
that older adults would find easier to use when learning
computer technology.

They considered vision changes,

and

the need to consider them when designing for older
students.

This

led to an examination of which type styles

and densities were best
that would be better

for this group.

Styles and sizes

for vision and cognition impaired

people were considered.

They also looked into eye span

while reading text and defined the optimum column width
(equal

to one alphabet in length)

presentations.
method is

for instructional

The paper states that,

"when a training

specifically designed to significantly lower

cognitive demands,

it will be successful in facilitating

performance in both young and old adults relative to other
training techniques."
Morrell

& Echt

(1996)

state that at a basic,

introductory level using the computer can be made easier by
presenting the instruction in specific procedural
Thus,

steps.

performing a complex computer task does not require a

high degree of cognitive processing to execute the work
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satisfactorily.

Spatial ability

easily)'commences to decline

(ability to run the mouse

(Salthouse,

et al,

1982)

t

during the

second or third decade of life.

Two other components of learning materials were
alluded to.
concepts,
sentence

The

first dealt with the complexity of the

abstractness of the expressions,
structures.

of illustrations
Morrell,

et al

The

and intricate

second dealt with the avoidance

that are not directly text relevant.

(1996)

emphasize

that making instructional

materials easier for older adults
impossible undertaking.

It

to understand is not an

is one that will produce

superior results.
Drugs Taken in Old Age Affect Cognition
We

know very little about the

side effects of

prescribed drugs on our aging population.
scopolamine,
subjects

is

(Dean

Just one drug,

associated with memory loss in young
& Bartus,

1988;

Sahakian,

1988).

It has

been shown that appropriately dosed young people
demonstrate memory deficits
non-drugged older adult

similar to those recorded for

subjects.

This phenomenon has been

used in controlled psychological research to study normal,
non-drugged reactions of older adults.

The data gained

from experimental aging is quite voluminous but when looked
at within the proper limits

some order emerges.
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Smith

(1996)

in remarks about

(1986)

talked about

"effortful processing"

"environmental

support".

and Craik
Both ideas

when put with one another would say that it is possible to
successfully control or compensate

for apparent memory loss

in the aging.
One additional

factor to consider when assessing the

effect of drugs upon a subject is the amount of reflex or
automatic control as opposed to conscious
subject possesses over a
Other effects
The effects

control that the

stimulus.

of drugs need to be considered as well.

of drugs on sensory functions and motor skills

needs attention.

When teaching classes of older adults

consideration should be given to student uses of drugs that
will

impair their gaining computer literacy with any degree

of ease.

It may well be that

impaired that the

simple,

some

students will be

so

procedural approach to presenting

computer use may not be very effective.

But,

if such a

person can achieve desired results using these written
procedures,

it may be possible to get them to a point where

by having the text at hand,

they can function well enough.

Presenting Technical Material to Non-Technical People
The art of presenting information to others in the
form of writing has had a stormy life.
Elements of Style,

(Strunk,

1918)
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A classic tome.

The

expressed the idea that

compositions must be simply constructed.

Such instructions

as:

"Do'not break sentences in two";

"Omit needless words";

and

"Use the active voice" were an attempt to let students

know that acceptable papers would be easy to read and to
understand.

Professor Strunk was not

of a Dickens but instead,

seeking the wordiness

wanted materials

for his class to

be closer to the abstemious ways of the poet.
A second ground breaking work was
(Ogden,

1930) .

Here,

"Basic English"

another professor of English

presented a carefully crafted approach to simplifying the
English language

itself.

Ogden’s

the thoughts presented by Strunk

ideas

followed many of

(1918).

He suggested

limiting the number of root words to about
contended that these

800.

He

800 words could convey any thought

currently expressed by someone writing with the
of the English language.

full power

Ogden proposed using this

simplified construct as an international communications
language.

This proposal

Orthological
The
1958)

is

championed today by the

Institute.

"Technical Writer's Guide"

(Ellsworth & Richmond,

combined the ideas of both of these works and added

to them the thought that current technical words
labels)

were quite acceptable terms

and training materials.

for technical manuals

One requirement,
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(signs or

however,

was that

the

first

time a special

term appeared in a manual or

article'that word would be defined.
be used repeatedly in the

Once defined,

same manual.

However,

it could

such terms

required redefinition in each new manual where they
appeared.
Column width of 28

characters to facilitate reading

were specified much in line with Morrell
noted as being ideal

almost

& Echt

40 years later.

(1996)

Its pages

contained suggested questionnaires which designers could
fill out and which could be used almost without alteration
as body copy for the new manual material.

Illustrations

that were specified were much in agreement with those noted
by the

same

(Morrell

& Echt,

1996)

recent authors.

illustrations were to be closely tied to the text.

The
They

pictured what was being discussed.
Considerations for Differing
Chronological and Cognitive Groupings

Chronological Groupings Relate to Employment Necessity
The writer has

identified three different groups of

people whose motivation to seek or maintain employment
varies

from having to remain employed to the completely

retired.
as

50 to

The two extremes of this continuum can be defined
64

the retired.

for the must be employed and 75 and over for
A central group whose ages range between
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65

and 74

is most confusing to work with because it contains

people who are most anxious

to be employed and others who

t

wish to retire

from the workforce.

Course Content Is Affected by Employment Necessity
The desire to enhance employability affects the
content of computer literacy courses.
make one employable cover the

Courses designed to

subject in sufficient depth

/

to give the

student the ability to carry out demanding work

assignments with considerable

facility.

These courses

would be the equivalent in content to college computer
introductory courses.

The two beginning courses would

cover word processing and Internet literacy.
level

These college

courses generally require 30 hours of instruction to

complete.
Where employment is not a necessity,

the course

materials would take the learner through only the most
rudimentary processes
and Internet areas.

in both the basics

(word processing)

The course materials would be

structured in such a way that the learner would have
sufficient facility to understand how the computer can be
made to produce documents,

send and receive email,

and to

search the web for interesting sites.
Psychological practitioners use age ranges to bench
mark maturation throughout life.
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Areas of thought rule out

specific chronological age as being useful

for the

development of milestones that mark the endpoints of
t

cognitive deterioration.
(Ahammer,

1973)

The Social Learning-Theory

and Cattrell's

(1965)

Scientific Analysis

of Personality both ignore chronological age and instead
rely upon trait changes.

This

recommended by this writeer.
age but by physical

Older Adults:

is precisely the approach
These groups differ not by

and cognitive ability.

the Core Paradigm

Older adults already possess
practical

large amounts of

knowledge which can be called upon quite readily

for searching out answers to new problems as they are
presented.

However,

from any apparent

if the problem faced is

so different

knowledge possessed by the student,

problem solution becomes
lies outside the person's

impossible

...

the required answer

Zone of Proximal

Development.

Vygotsky was very careful to define the limits
as

for his

zone

starting with the point of current development,

containing all
a solution,

tools and signs which can lead a learner to

and ending when the problem is

solved.

Most older adults who seek computer training are
confused by the words used to describe computer equipment,
to describe how it works,

and to describe its products.
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For the purposes

of this dissertation,

the summary points

are:
Class

size is

intimate.

critical.

It should be quite

An extra instructor is useful

providing needed instructional
Instructional materials

support.

should be very detailed and

simply written with many illustrations.
should be given several ways

Students

to perform tasks

they may choose the method which best
Visual equipment

for

so

suits them.

should be available on which the

activities may be demonstrated.

The students can

then follow the instructor through the process.
.

All

lessons

should begin with a

of the new computer terms
process(s)

short explanation

that apply to the

being taught.

Lessons on such basics as how to turn the computer
on,

how-to find the program to use,

insert a
.

and how to

floppy disk must be repeated many times.

Avoid using the mouse until the student is
confident enough in his

ability to point to and

click on menu command lines.
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Instructions
*a

for creating some basic products like

short paragraph

fine

. . .

word processing seems to be a

starting place.

It is

the most wanted

knowledge.
Internet instructions
browsers,

in email,

mailing lists,

web

and look up techniques are most

important.
.

Class

sessions

students

should be long enough to give

considerable practise.

A two and one half

hour session once a week seems to be fine.
with this length of laboratory time,

Even

students

should be required to practise between class
sessions using the supplied text materials.

Special for the Young-Old
These
world but

students are

seeking to return to the working

find that their non-existent or rusty computer

skills are hindering this reentry.

They need extensive

skills enhancement.
Continuing instructions on more complex aspects of
word processing until

such time as the students

have reasonable competence.
Additional work on spread sheets,
presentation graphics,
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data base,

and desktop publishing

should be made available depending upon the needs
•of job seekers.
Special

internet tasks

such as

stock trading and

other matters of significance to those seeking
employment.

Special for the Intermediate-Old
Sometimes
such as

these students

require complete training

that offered the young-old but many times these

students posses much of the

knowledge they need to return

to employment.

there are those who only need

"brushing up"

Then again,

on computer techniques.

More intensive internet training may be
.

Personal

sought.

finance program information may be

desired.

Special for the Old-Old
These students need extra help.

They have

disabilities which prevent them from being able to use the
normal

keyboard or mouse input devices.

They may have

physical disabilities which require special accommodations
such as

larger type,

converters,

Braille keyboard,

handwriting scanners,
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text to speech

or voice input devices.

Many people,

particularly older women,

have a mental block

about anything scientific or technical to the point that
they reject much of the normal instruction even though the
teaching techniques include socialization and verbal help.
The old-old may find even the relatively simplistic
core curriculum too difficult to understand.

Such students

can sometimes be taught to use email and once having
benefited from its use can then learn additional word
processing techniques.
Summary
Many in the educational field Ackerman
(1994),

Glaser

(1991),

and Brown

(1990)

(1996),

Gregory

to name a few

generally agree with more recent psychological researchers
such as Morrell and Echt
Center groups.

(1996)

and others from the Roybal

Vygotsky's theorizing earlier in this

century again followed the same lines because he speaks of
dynamic and fossilized memory in his work.

Most of these

people attributed older people's ability to assimilate new
information to their ability to associate stored knowledge
with new information that is being presented to them.

In

this way they overcome the documented declines in dynamic
memory.
Educational researchers other than those in the
artificial intelligence field paid attention to classroom
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happenings.

Belenky et al

(1992), -and Kalamas

(1987)

(1996),

Hayes

(1989),

Caffarella

talk about building a classroom

climate that permits social interaction and encourages
friendliness.
(1985),

Gokhale

and Knowles

(1995),

(1970)

Vygotsky

(1975),

Bruner

espouse collaborative learning

as being superior to the more common drill and practise
that appears in K12.

These approaches are modified by

suggestions that older adults perform well in a socialized
classroom but that class size must be kept lower than that
which succeeds with younger people
It is pointed out by Ahammer
(1965)

(K12 through college).
(1973)

and Cattrell

that older adults fall into several groupings

according to their cognitive change levels.
refer to as young-old,

intermediate-old,

What some

and old-old with

chronological ages as limiting factors are much the same
groupings.

The author of this paper indicates that

comprehension levels and interest levels do indeed fall
into such groupings.

However,

successful classes can be

held for mixed groups of varying aging and interest levels.
And,

when using properly written texts,

all can replicate

what was presented in class.
As many of the foregoing recommendations will be
adhered to so the class materials,
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presentation techniques,

and environments may be considered optimal.
design presented in the

The study

following chapter will endeavor to

i

evaluate the merits of all

suggestions of these authors as

well as methodologies developed by this
his

years

of work with older adults.
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researcher during

CHAPTER III
STUDY DESIGN
Research as

complex as that to be undertaken for this

dissertation would be difficult
trained investigators.

This

for a team of highly

researcher,

because of his

many years of dealing with the teaching of computer
technology to both younger and older adults,
confident that reliable,

replicable,

feels quite

and useful results

will be obtained through careful acquisition of data,
meticulous analysis of these data,

and thoughtful

consideration of the many interactions among the variables.
The specially prepared "Computers
special teaching methods,
and special
A small

for Klutzes" textbooks,

special teaching environments,

course contents will assure student success.
sample of the universe was chosen because of

very practical

considerations.

This

researcher believes

that by properly choosing sites and participants and by
performing careful observation,

documentation,

and analysis

satisfactory results can be realized in a more realistic
period of time.

Test Site Choices.
This researcher endeavored to choose communities
which might be considered typical of most of the State of
New Hampshire and sites which might produce information
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that would be useful

in other states.

The State of New

Hampshire is generally classed as being industrial.

Much

i

of its

land is open,

wood pulp.

forested land which is harvested for

Very little is used for farming.

A Small City
The city of Keene,
represent urban life.

It is located in the

corner of the state and is
towns.

New Hampshire was chosen to
southwest

surrounded by many satellite

Its estimated 23,045 population ranks it in the top

10 cities

in the State.

Keene,

like much of New Hampshire,

is not on an Interstate Highway and it has no railroad
service.
is

However,

it does have a commercial airport and it

served by interstate busses.
Its

labor force's educational level is probably skewed

because of the presence of a state college within the city
limits.
account

Those who possess a Bachelor's degree or higher
for 29%

of the total working population.

elderly population is

4%

Its

above the state average of 15%.

Skewing of the data by counting the state college students
i

would indicate an older population percentage of 20% or
more if only permanent residents were used in the
percentage calculation.

These adjusted figures then would

agree with other southwest New Hampshire communities.
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An examination of the income figures reveals that
Keene is 37%

lower than the state per capita and the same

i

percentage below the state median household income.

Again,

the large number of college students that were counted in
the census could account

for these large differences.

A Small Blue Collar Town
The town of Jaffrey was
collar community.
of Keene.

selected because it is a blue

It is not a

satellite town for the city

It has no railroad service,

bus

service,

or

interstate access but it does have a municipal airport
which can accommodate

small aircraft.

The elderly make up 20%

of the population and possibly

contribute to the poor per capita income that is
the statewide

figures.

adjusted percentages
The educational
reflects

32% below

These percentages match the

for the city of Keene.
level

for the town's

labor force

its predominantly industrial nature.

Only 19.6%

of this work force possess a college bachelor's degree or
higher.

Only 47% of the workers are employed in their

community.

53%

commute elsewhere to earn their livings.

A Small White Collar/Retirement Town
The town of Peterborough was selected because of its
interesting mix of residents and businesses.

58% of its

residents work in the community while 48% work elsewhere.
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Though there is

some manufacturing,

area is populated with large mail

much of the commercial

order retailing

i

establishments.

It

is

strange that these businesses

settled in Peterborough because it lacks
public transportation,

and airport

interstate access,

facilities.

nursing home and assisted living communities

Perhaps the

should also be

classified as businesses.
The town's elderly inhabitants exceed 23% of its total
population.

It would seem that this elderly group brings

with it sizable incomes.

The elderly residence communities

and assisted living facilities
do.

In fact,

cater to the more well to

Peterborough’s per capita and median

household incomes are considerably higher than those
the city and the blue collar community
statewide

...

for

85% level of the

figures as opposed to 68% and 64% respectively

for the city and other town.
The educational level of the workforce is also very
high.

Those with bachelor's degrees and higher make up

41.9% of the workforce.

These educational levels may

result from the mix of jobs about town which is
managerial,

25% professional

specialty,

production.
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15%

and 8% precision

Where Can Similar Situations Be Found
'

Though its population of 23,045 is not high when

compared with municipalities

in Massachusetts,

the city of

Keene is one of the New Hampshire's larger cities.
The two towns

each with a population in excess of 5,000

are two of New Hampshire's
municipalities are
New England towns

larger towns.

smaller.

It

175 of the 231

should be remembered that

cover areas equal

to the Jeffersonian

Townships used to subdivide the Louisiana Purchase
territory.

They do not compare well with the much smaller

incorporated areas designated as towns and cities in other
states.
several

A New England town includes within its borders
smaller communities which in other states would be

considered separate jurisdictions.

Therefore,

it will be

difficult to more than generally relate these political
entities with similar units outside New England.
Study Goals
After a review of educational and psychological
literature that relates to teaching the older adult,

this

writer decided to verify the value of recommended
techniques,

materials,

and teaching environments.

Thus,

the study's goals are these:
1. To verify that computer literacy is achievable for older
adults who have had no' previous computer training.
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2. To determine whether or not mandatory mouse pointer use
greatly inhibits

learning capabilities of the older

adult.

.

3

To verify previous
environments

.

4

relative to helpful learning

for older adults.

To verify previous
methods,

findings

findings

textbook content,

concerning presentation
page

format,

and type

face

which bring the best results when working with older
adults.
Questions to be considered include:
What proportion of older adults really want to become
computer literate?
How much computer literacy is necessary for the older
adult?
How can the older adult’s problems with short-term,
dynamic memory be overcome?

Mouse Pointer Use Is a Major Unresolved Problem
Of all the unsolved questions that the many
researchers have posed,

the single problem of the

compulsory use of the mouse pointer by the older adult
seems to be an issue that the younger researcher overlooks.
While many other issues exist,

the supposed necessity for

using the mouse pointer has always seemed to escape notice.
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This study proposes to examine the mouse pointer
requirement and determine whether or not the pointer is
necessary or desirable.
Can such a requirement to be eliminated?

Has anyone

taken the time to discover whether or not older adults are
more comfortable utilizing keyboard commands?

Is this

device "people friendly" for the older adult?

This study

will attempt to answer that question.
How the Mouseless Concept Will Be Tested

A special textbook will be prepared that will give the
command steps necessary for control of a word processing
system.

The program chosen is Microsoft Word 97.

The

students will perform new tasks by using the step by step
procedures given in the textbook.

This technique is

recommended by the Roybal researchers.
The keyboard commands and mouse pointer commands will
be displayed in a two column table format so the student
will be able to follow the step by step procedures using
either of the two

(keyboard or mouse)

techniques. However,

for the first three lessons of the course, the instructor
will emphasize use of keyboard commands and require the
students to practice them during class.
The textbook materials will be handed out one lesson
at a time.

This will keep everyone on a "level playing
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field."

Students with computers at home or students who

can get 'the use of a computer between lessons can only work
on materials that are presented in class.

They will not be

able to get ahead of the class by doing work intended for
the next lesson.
The six lesson textbook will lead the student to
computer literacy, not just alleviate fear of this
technology.

The student will be taught the meaning some of

the current computer terms and then be led into commencing
work with the machine.

These first steps are:

•

turning the machine on.

•

waiting for it to be ready for use.

•

starting the word processing program.

Next,

the student types information into the computer

and saves his/her work to a floppy disk ... it is assumed
that the computer lab where classes are to be held will not
permit recording information on the hard disk.

A group of

Appendix pages are used to repeat the instructions given
for each new operation to be performed by the student.
These can then be referred to as the course progresses.
The second lesson continues the first lesson's
creation of new documents.

It brings in the methods that

can be used to correct mistakes ... using the Backspace
delete key and the Delete key.
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Each exercise

(there are

six of them in the lesson)
student.*

Each exercise is saved to a floppy disk for use

in succeeding lessons.
(such as:

requires more and more of the

Once a process has been defined,

starting the computer and bringing up the word

processing program)

its details are not repeated but they

are made available to the student in the appendix.
Lesson 3 starts with instructions about erasing
unwanted letters or words.

Once done,

it has the student

recall exercises from Lesson 2 which have been put on the
students disks by the instructor so everyone, no matter how
slow or inaccurate, will have the full textbook to work
with.

Simple operations of deleting to the right,

inserting words in the middle of a paragraph, and adding a
sentence to the end of a paragraph are performed.
Exercises from lesson 2 are utilized until exercise.

Two

additional exercises were added to this lesson so any fast
typists in the class would have something to do.
Cover formatting,
indenting,

The tasks

such as: double spacing, permanent

and altering type face, are performed.

Rearranging paragraphs and lines is covered.

Lesson 3 is

the last lesson taught in which use of the mouse is
ignored.

After three lessons students have developed

enough self-confidence to start working with the mouse if
they now wish to do so.
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Lessons 4 through 6 take the students into more and
more sophisticated areas where they are exposed to
formatting memoranda, personal letters, business letters,
news letters,

and posters.

By the time students complete

the course they have been exposed to the most used
capabilities of a word processor and they have gained
confidence in themselves to the point where they begin
/*

exploring the program to learn how to do other interesting
things.
Computer Lab Locations and Description
Jeffrey-Rindge Middle School

The middle school computer laboratory in the
Jaffrey-Rindge Cooperative School District was chosen
because it is located in a blue collar town.

This school

was the first one used by this writer to hold classes for
older adults. Here the special techniques for working with
older adults were first tried.
Its equipment was the newest in the area.
computers were Pentium equipped.

The

Special overhead

projection equipment and a 30" TV with S-video were
available.

While the Laboratory could accommodate more

than 20 students,

its size was not a consideration.

work stations were arranged in a way that encouraged
socialization.
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The

Franklin Pierce College, Keene, New Hampshire Campus

It was felt that good candidates could be found who
would prefer a city location.

This computer lab was

equipped with Pentium equipment,
the latest software.

a networked system, and

Only 12 work stations were available.

These were arranged around three sides of the room.
fourth side was covered by a white board.

The

There was no

overhead projector or TV available for the instructor to
use.
Conval High School, Peterborough, New Hampshire

This school was chosen because of its location in a
white collar community.

The school had two laboratories.

One laboratory had the work stations arranged in a very
formal fashion in long rows that faced a blackboard and
projection screen.
The other laboratory had computers clustered in groups
of three.

This arrangement was chosen because it would

encourage socialization.

One wall of this lab was covered

by a white board and projection screen.

Both overhead

projection equipment and a special projector for displaying
what was on the instructor's monitor were available.

Recruiting The Participants
Recruiting in the Jaffrey, Rindge Area

Since this was the first place that this writer's
"Computers for Klutzes"
and promoted,

(older adult)

classes were taught

it was believed that recruiting participants

there would be very easy.

Newspapers were notified,

posters were placed in stores and church halls,
announcements were made at several churches.

and

We were

trying to fill classes for the month of January.
However,

this was not meant to be.

gave little notice to the event,

The newspapers

the posters and

announcements
Appendix A, p.
effect.

140,

141,

and 143 seemed to have no

We received no application for the classes.

The

only differences between the research classes and the
previously held regular classes were that the research
classes were announced as being used for educational
research and that they were free.

Neither the news media

nor the churches seemed enthusiastic about the work.
Once the first Jaffrey-Rindge classes failed to
attract candidates,

this author made personal appeals to

local leaders for help.

This approach brought success.

class of six students who lacked computer literacy was
recruited.

A "Getting Acquainted Questionnaire" was used
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A

during a telephone interview with applicants
A, p.

(see Appendix

144).
The Keene classes were recruited from a larger local

population and larger outreach area.

Press releases were

sent to the local newspaper and local shopper's news
Appendix A, p.

140).

Posters

placed in grocery stores,
senior center.
center.

(see Appendix A, p.

the library,

churches,

(see

143) were
and a

A signup sheet was placed in the senior

It asked for names and telephone numbers of those

who would be interested in computer instructions.
The Peterborough class was recruited through use of
news releases, posters in local stores, the library,
church announcements.

and

Only one class was formed because

the response was so poor.

Class membership was restricted

to Peterborough and its abutting towns.

Conducting Classes

Classes met three times per week on Mondays,
Wednesdays,

and Fridays.

The groups that met in Keene used

the computer laboratory of Franklin Pierce College's
satellite campus.
the three days.

Two different classes were held each of
One class met at 9:00 A. M.

class began at 12:00 noon.

The second

These times were possible

because the campus does not hold day classes.
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Classes at the Jaffrey-Rindge Middle School began at
3:30 P. M. and the classes at Conval High School,
Peterborough, met at 2:30 P. M.

In both cases the meeting

times were determined by the school that granted permission
for the use of its facilities.
The researcher tried to simulate a normal class
environment.

Each computer laboratory had its own computer

station arrangement.

This diversity helped the researcher

to evaluate the desirability of utilizing such arrangements
for planning computer centers for older adults.
instance,

In each

apparent results obtained from use of the

different configurations and different assistive equipment
were noted.
Use of Teaching Aids

All available teaching aids in each laboratory will be
used.

In the Jaffrey-Rindge Middle School a 30" television

equipped with S-video will be used.

It was driven from a

laptop computer that had appropriate electronic signal
conversion equipment.

The instructor would lead the class

through each exercise and use the screen display to show
the students what their monitor displays should look like.
At Franklin Pierce College only a white board with
erasable markers will be used.

The instructor will write

the keyboard or mouse process on it and point to the steps
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that the students should follow to lead them through the
processes.

Appendix C of the textbook will be pointed to

frequently to impress upon the students that its contents
contain key information that would help them by listing the
steps for each key procedure needed to perform tasks.
The Peterborough lab is the best equipped of the
classrooms.

Its slide projection equipment and computer

signal projection equipment as well as a white board and
erasable markers would make presentation easier.

The

instructor will utilize each of these teaching aids to
evaluate their utility.

It is the researcher's intention

to try to discover if one particular piece of display
equipment might seem to produce better results.
Recording the Data

Several types of recording equipment and staff were
considered for the project.
•

A video camera was considered but eliminated because
it was felt that the information produced would be
so extensive that analysis might prove difficult or
misleading.

•

A voice recorder was ruled out for the same reason.
Written observations were thought to be more
appropriate.
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•

Notes prepared by a trained observer were also
believed to be useful.

The observer considered was

t

an experienced psychiatric nurse who specializes in
geriatric issues.
Student Data Will Be Gathered in Several Ways

The students will be used to give feedback as they
went through the course.

Their verbal comments during and

after sessions will be written down for later analysis.
The exercises required by the textbook will be recorded on
floppy disks for examination between lessons and for
analysis when developing selected case studies which will
be written following conclusion of the classes.
Formal student evaluations will be required.
first will be given at the end of work on Lesson 3
Appendix A, p.

147) .

148) .

(see

A second student evaluation will be

required upon completion of the six lessons
A, p.

The

(see Appendix

Most of the questions will ask the student to

rate materials and techniques using a five level Likerttype scale.

However,

the second of the evaluations will

ask the student about what additional instruction he/she
would like to see in the course and will ask the student if
the course should concentrate on the very basic operations
instead of progressing to the use of such capabilities as
putting the material into columns,
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justifying both margins.

and performing other sophisticated tasks that are usually
useful only to those who have a professional need for such
i

capabilities.
A 90 day personal follow-up telephone survey will be
used to discover whether or not the students are still
applying what they have learned

(see Appendix A, p.

138).

It also checks to see if the student was motivated to
purchase a computer if he/she did not own one at the time
of the class.

A couple of other matters are checked out:

1. Has the student tried to use the Internet now that
he/she has achieved computer literacy?
2. Is the student relying upon a more knowledgeable
friend to help out when he/she can't figure out how
to handle some perplexing problem.
3. What is the student's current greatest need?
Study Design Summary

This researcher will try to obtain computer
laboratories in specific areas where a cross section of
students typical of the State of New Hampshire would be
located.
locations.

There should be at least three different
While it would be nice to have all of the

laboratories use the same computers, presentation
equipment, and work station arrangements,

it is believed

that differing conditions will not injure this study.
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Students to be recruited should be typical of the
state far education and income. They should lack computer
skills.

Their chronological ages should average out to the

mid seventies.

Their physical and cognitive problems

should be normal for this intermediate age group.

Students

should be older than age 49.
Specially prepared textbook materials will be used
that include a majority of the NIA’s findings.

Many of the

findings and theories examined in the literature search
will be used.

Recommended teaching methods will be used to

present the materials.

The classroom environment will be

as friendly as possible so learning will be encouraged.
Much useful data will be gathered during the learning
sessions.

Its quality and quantity will make this study a

reliable and useful endeavor.
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CHAPTER IV
OBSERVATIONS
Some General Observations

This researcher will attempt to avoid drawing
conclusions from the information as it is being presented
in this chapter.

The observations that are recorded are a

combination of those made by a trained gero-psychiatric
observer and those recorded by the researcher.

The

presentation is a simple one which follows in a step by
step fashion the happenings at each similar segment of each
class.
The data on four students were chosen to be presented
separately because the students displayed differences that
were exceptional and worthy of noting.

One student who had

learned to type on a manual typewriter was unable to adapt
to the size of the keys on the computer keyboard.

A second

student was severely impaired by Parkinson’s disease.

A

third student had been shamed into taking the course.

And,

a fourth student who had taken a touch typing course in
high school felt that she could continue to work with
computers even on an infrequent basis.
Participant Characteristics

Of the 33 participants, 20 were females and 13 were
males.

The average age of the total group was 71.

The

' 71
i

minimum age was 52 while the maximum age was 83.

While

48.5% of the participants had completed college

(21% had

finished graduate school), more than half of the former
graduate school attendees were in the Peterborough class
(see Appendix A, p.

135).

66.7% could touch type
60.6% owned computers

(68% of these were female).

(65% of the owners were women, had

never had formal training in computer use, and felt
themselves to be computer illiterate).
participants were using the Internet.

42.4% of the
Exactly 50% of the

Internet users were in the Peterborough class.
Environment Differences

Classroom arrangements differed from the more standard
seating arrangement that discouraged socialization to the
/

open "U" shape which encouraged same.

The middle school

scheme was the most rigid of the three rooms.

This would

be expected because of the age and anticipated volatility
of the students.

The high school setting was a compromise

between the more rigid middle school and more relaxed
college one.
School budgets had much to do with the availability of
presentation equipment.

The high school was part of a

regional school system and was probably the best financed
of the three locations.

The college was hampered by its
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being an older satellite campus which had not lived up to
its income expectations so it lacked much that would have
made presentations easier for the instructor.

The middle

school was part of a cooperative school district formed by
two small towns that did not want to enter a regional
system where their citizens would lack influence on school
policies and costs.

The middle school lab had a 30M

television with S-Video that was shared with the
neighboring art classroom.
Software Differences

Both the college and the high school used the same
software ... Windows 95 and Microsoft Office 97

(Word 8.0).

The middle school used Windows 95 and Microsoft Works 3.0.
A separate text was used for the middle school classes.
Its content was kept as similar as possible to the text
used with Word software.

All exercises were identical but

the keyboard commands differed.
sophisticated than Word,

And,

since Works is less

several of the exercises

in the use of column commands)

(mainly

had to be altered while one

exercise for Works had to be scrapped completely.
An Overview of the Course
The Preliminaries
The Paperwork and Course Outline.

The students

were greeted and asked to fill out the Voluntary Research
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Permission Form (see Appendix Af p.

145).

A few questions

were raised which were answered to the participant's
satisfaction.

All permissions were duly signed.

The syllabus gave the instructor an opportunity to
move from details of what results are expected from the
course into the first lesson.

Certain portions of the

syllabus presentation brought blank stares because the
words used were special to computers and to current
colloquialisms.

This is where the participants began to

move into the world of cybernetics.
Stepping Through the Lessons
Lesson 1
Computer Background and Vocabulary.

The

presentation of computer history and definition of terms
took the best part of forty-five minutes.

The students

seemed to pay polite attention but the absence of questions
indicated that the material might be either too complex for
or unimportant to the listener.
Later questioning by the instructor would bring
comments which indicated that the material was considered
to be trivial.

The people were in class to learn how to

work with a computer and how to get it to do what it is
supposed to do.

They did not want to learn a new language,

to hear descriptions of uninteresting artifacts, or to be
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filled in on the theories behind the hardware and the
commands' they would use.
t

This same information was contained in the text
materials that were handed out.

This would seem to mean

that the participants did not understand what was said in
class and had not read or comprehended the text.
These observations were reinforced by an unexpected
welcoming message and lecture by a high school teacher who
was responsible for the school's computer network and for
teaching computer fundamentals to high school students.
His language was closely akin to that used to teach the
younger student about technology.

It was full of technical

terms and buzz words in prominent use today in the school
room,

in offices,

and in television advertisements.

spoke for one half hour.

He

It took forty five minutes to

settle the class down after he left.

Part of the calming

down process included informing the participants that they
would not be likely to encounter such words in the world
outside and that most of the necessary terms were
adequately defined in the text.

This class was made up of

the most highly educated group in the study and its average
age of 76 was the highest in the study.
Appendix C,

the How-to-do-it Reference.

Appendix C

of the text was planned as the one place where the student
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could go to find out how to perform standard procedures.
It was placed at the top of Lesson 1 materials.

This is

the first thing the student saw when picking up the lesson
handout.

This appendix was intended to keep the

participants from having to search through earlier lessons
to locate procedures needed for subsequent lessons.

It was

intended to be a ready reference when procedures were
forgotten.

Observations throughout the study would verify

this suspicion.
The Students First Steps
Turn on the Computer and Load the Program.

Appendix C of the special text,

Using

the instructor led the

students through the start up procedure.

Those students

who used the middle school lab which was equipped with
Works software had many problems starting the program.
Some computers did not have an icon on the desktop for
Works so a search had to be made for it.

Other computers

made it difficult to load the program because it required
more than one step to bring it in. Students at Franklin
Pierce College and Conval Regional High School were able to
use the directions given in the textbook's Appendix C
p.

(see

161).
This first attempt at using a computer was exciting

but boisterous.

All machines did not work as expected so
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many hands went up and there was a great deal of neighbor
checking* going on.

Older adults tend to become guite vocal

about their problems or supposed problems.

The instructor

spent much time getting all computers to present the same
or similar displays on the monitors.

A picture of the

instructor’s monitor was projected on a screen in the front
of the room at Conval and on a television screen at both
Franklin Pierce College and Middle School.

The students

had difficulty seeing the similarities between their
screens and the instructor's.

They did not even attempt to

rationalize the reasons for the differences.

This tendency

not to rationalize appeared again and again throughout the
course.
Those using Word 97 were all set to go on to the next
step.

The people using Works had to choose "Create a new

Word Processor" document from the special start up screen
which allows the operator to choose among the several
activities which Works can perform.
Naming the Document and Telling the Computer Where to
Store it.

In this first lesson several who were using

Word 97 found choosing the File Menu with the mouse was
discouraging.

They had difficulty getting the mouse

pointer on the word "File" and holding it there while
pressing the left mouse button.
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Many participants missed

the word "File" and hit the "New Document" toolbar button
below it'.

Many had a problem just "clicking" the mouse

i

button.

Those using the keyboard commands also had

problems because they were required to hold a control or
alternate key down while momentarily pressing a second key.
Holding the second key down too long many times caused the
program to perform illegal operations.

In one case at

Franklin Pierce College the "New Document" button was hit
repeatedly.

The computer generated 48 new documents before

the student successfully brought down the File menu.
Next the students were issued floppy disks to put
their work on.

Learning to put them into the disk drive

slot required much time and caused much confusion.

The

directions given were:
1.

Put the disk into the small slot at the top of the
computer.

2. The disk must have the label up and shiny end going
into the slot first.
Several in each class needed to be shown where the slot
was, which end was shiny, and where to have the label.
Naming the document was made as simple as possible by
telling the students to use their first name.

Students

using Works had the most trouble because some had double
names while others insisted upon using their surnames as
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well.

In both cases Works rejected the name because it did

not fit 'the requirements imposed by the program.
Writing a Message and Saving it.

was to write a message to the instructor.
one.

Maybe just a simple "Hello."

The first task
Just a short

Later examination of

these messages revealed interesting facts about the
participants.

One class member indicated that a couple of

people at work had shamed her into taking the course and
added that,

"This is very complicated . will take a

long time to master,

(I think)."

Another commented,

"I

have no idea what I'm doing but I think I may after the
next two weeks."

A third said,

"It is so confusing and it

makes me very very frustrated. HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ME."
fourth said,

A

"When I started I didn't know how to do the

shift for capitols.

This is fun and unpredictable.

This

is good."
Saving What is Finished and Starting a New One.

Again, Appendix C was used to help the students through the
process one step at a time.

Again,

several couldn't keep

up with the rest and had to be helped either by the
instructor or a neighbor.

The drill and practice done to

reinforce what had been a successful production of a
>

message which was put into the computer,
from the screen.

saved and erased

The class also recalled one of the
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messages from the floppy disk, made changes to it and sent
it back.'

By the time everyone had done at least the first

two messages,

it was time to go home.

Two and one half

hours had passed.
Shutting down the

Shutting the System Down.

computers was another trial.

The students did not

understand why they could not just turn the machines off.
But,

those who had computers at home with Windows 95 or

Apple software were aware of the need to let the computer
shut itself off.

The others were told that the programs

which allow the computer to run software such as Works or
Word 97 were so complicated and so capable of performing
many tasks seemingly at one time that only these operating
systems knew what to shut off so the computer's memory
would be ready to start when the power button was pressed.
Lesson 2
Startup was Spotty.

Some of the students had

arrived early and had started their computers.
of them were successful.
on.

One or two

Others were too timid to turn it

As soon as they were handed their disks, however,

they

put them into their computers and started them up again.
Some were in too much of a hurry to get going so they put
their floppies in before turning on the power.
brought about the error message,
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This

"Non-system disk or disk

error," and its instruction to,
when ready."

"Replace and press any key

Most of the "sooners" just stared at their

screens and sat until the instructor noticed their problem.
Again, attention was called to the problem, how to avoid
having the "Non-system disk error" pop up,
correct it when it did.

and how to

It would take several lessons

before this occurrence ceased.
The instructor collected the disks at the end of the
last lesson because middle and high school policy did not
permit bringing disks from home.

The primary reason for

this rule was to keep viruses out of the equipment a
secondary one was to keep inappropriate materials out of
the classroom.

However,

there was a second reason for the

instructor's collecting disks at the end of class.

This

reason was to be able to check student progress and to
prepare all disks with correct information to use in the
next lesson.
One student had to wait while her computer started in
the "Safe Mode."

The instructor took advantage of the

"why" question to review what the class had gone through to
shut their computers off.

Now they could see what happens

when a computer is improperly shut down.

This situation

occurred during at least one session for each group so all
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the participants had a chance to see for themselves what
would happen if they did not shut down properly.
Most of the

Starting the Word Processing Program.

students did not bring the previous lesson's handouts so
they were without directions for launching their word
processors.

However,

another copy Appendix C was included

with the Lesson 2 handouts.

It was used again to lead the

participants through the loading process.
When the class using Works came to the Startup dialog
box,
was.

one student asked what a spreadsheet and a data base
Others seemed to agree with the request.

These words

were defined and the students were treated to a short
demonstration of what was meant by each term.
This time each procedure: Startup, new document,
as,

save,

close,

save

and open were written on the board in the

front of the room so the students could refer to them and
the instructor could point to the proper one for the work
to be done.
students

The researcher also noticed that some of the

(usually the female students)

had brought in

notebooks or file cards to take notes on.

Each procedure

as it was used was dutifully written down in the sequence
in which it occurred.

It was also noted that when the

order of use of procedures was changed,

these students

considered this to be a new set of instructions, dutifully
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recorded it in its entirety,

and even gave it a new name.

Appendix C was relegated to the "round file”.
Starting Exercise 1.

The text did not detail steps

that had been covered during the preceding lesson.

They

were mentioned and made to stand out by using bullets.
Their process details could be found in Appendix C of the
text.

The instructor wrote these details on the board at

the front of the room and pointed to each sub-process as it
was needed.

One student was overheard to say,

complicated.

"This is so

I don't think I will ever remember it all!"

New processes were detailed and illustrated in the text.
During each exercise the instructor referred to the written
procedure details that were on the board.

The learners

were shown how to set the type face to look like typewriter
printing and to set the type size to 12 point.
Discussion followed about why change a type face and
size.
size,

What is a type face anyway?
or does it matter?

How do we measure the

What is the difference between

what the typewriter prints and what the computer prints?
The students were shown what a line of Courier New and a
line of Times New Roman looked like.
what 12 point,

They were also shown

16 point and 20 point looked like.

The participants were asked to type the short
paragraph from the text.

They were learning to let the
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computer decide when to go to the next line instead of
making the operator press the carriage return button as
they had done on a typewriter.
Several students in each class failed to follow these
directions.

They insisted on pressing the Enter key at the

end of each line so their screen would look like the text.
What they couldn’t understand was that their computers had
margins set differently from the margins used for preparing
the text materials.

They persisted in doing it to make

their work match what was displayed in the text and were
confused by the instructor's directions to let the computer
do some of the work.
The remaining five exercises in the second lesson
repeated the tasks of setting the type face and size, using
bold face type,

indenting using the tab key, and making

corrections using the backspace or delete keys.

The

standard set of procedures for producing new documents was
to get a new document
(FI2),
C)

it.

do the work,

(ctrl/N), give it a name ... save as

save

(ctrl/S)

it, and close (alt/F then

In earlier classes the instructor had discovered

that the students were not starting new documents but were
merely sending the latest document off the screen using the
enter key.

They were surprised to find out that the
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computer had not made a record of their work and that it
was all together on a single document.
Even though the instructor had made a point of
demonstrating the way the backspace and delete keys worked,
questions arose several times about how one should correct
a spelling error.

A mistake that was made quite frequently

in all classes was that of starting a new document either
from the keyboard or with the mouse pointer hitting the new
document button instead of the File Menu which action
caused the current document to disappear.
Speaking of disappearing,

students had trouble

releasing keys quickly enough to keep them from repeating.
Holding the Enter key or Tab key caused difficulties that
they found hard to understand.

Lowering the repeat

frequency is not possible under lab conditions.

In both

cases gaps would appear in their work that they didn't know
how to handle and were reluctant to ask about or if they
pressed it for a long enough period of time,

their work

disappeared.
Manual problems relating to the mouse were many.
Getting the pointer to the desired location and keeping it
there while pressing the left key was the major cause of
concern.

Double clicking proved difficult because the

necessary rhythm was difficult for the older learner.
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Use

of the keyboard for issuing commands proved beneficial.
Participants were encouraged to use the keyboard commands
until they were more comfortable with using the computer.
This comfort level seemed to occur during the third lesson.
All was not good with the keyboard either.

Keys held

down repeated and caused problems which needed to be
corrected.

Pressing the Caps Lock key was troublesome.

This happened when the student missed the left hand shift
key and pressed the Caps Lock instead.

Leaving Caps Lock

on caused small letters to appear when the shift key was
pressed and a capital letter was expected.

In the Word

program, pressing the Insert key caused the computer to
type over something that had been put in correctly.

Then

the student was shown how to replace the lost letters by
again pressing the Insert key.
*

Lesson 3
Getting Started is Still Difficult.

By this time

the class had only started the computer and brought in the
word processing program a few times so Appendix C of the
text and the instructor's directions on the board were
useful.

One woman in the Franklin Pierce class said that

she had tried to repeat lesson two at home but had found it
very difficult.

Again,

some of the students had arrived

before the instructor and had begun working on their
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lessons.

This time,

they seemed to be enthusiastic about

what they were accomplishing ... turning on the machine and
loading the word processor.
The instructor had saved the participants' work and
replaced it with correct documents.

The slower ones were

relieved because they thought that they would fall farther
and farther behind the speedy typists.

Most of the tasks

for Lesson 3 were those of making changes and corrections
to the work that had been done in Lesson 2.
exercise had them take out,

insert,

previously prepared material.

The first

and add information to

The remaining exercises had

students making one paragraph out of two, moving one
paragraph ahead of another,

adding headings and endings to

text making it into a letter,

and reformatting text into a

formal business letter.
Each class seemed to have its disruptive participant.
One Parkinson's patient required 25 minutes to straighten
out.

An eighty year old with no typing skills required

constant help just to begin and finish exercises.

Another

eighty year old could not keep up and would just sit and
stare at the monitor until someone

(many times a neighbor)

helped him perform the next task.
Studdnt Evaluations for the First Three Lessons.

The

research classes were taught three times per week so half
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way through the course was a good breaking point.

It had

the advantage of being easy to recall since no long pause
such as a weekend had intervened.
in these evaluations

Three things stood out

(see Appendix A, p.

137):

1. Appendix C of the special text was valuable to the
learning process.
2. The usefulness of illustrations in the text, though they
were directly connected to operations being performed,
was rated low.
3. Use of projection equipment
Franklin Pierce College)

(which was not available at

was considered to have the least

value.
Second Half of the Course Begins
Lesson 4
The Turning Point Lesson.

The participants

exhibited ever increasing self-confidence.

They were

turning on the computer without mistakenly putting in the
floppy disk in.

They were discussing what they had done in

previous lessons and checking out the new material.
Those who had not progressed as they should and those
who had been absent for one or more of the preceding
lessons decided to stop.
attendance problems.
to sickness.

One of the oldest couples had had

The wife had missed two lessons due

The husband had struggled with the materials
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and required much help.

The instructor received a

telephone call the weekend before class from the husband
who said that because of his wife's illness and his
struggles with the class, they would both be unable to
continue with the course.

At least one person from each

class decided not to continue.
The Student Evaluations for the first three lessons
were reviewed in class.

Those questions that received the

low ratings were discussed in depth to determine whether
the question had been misunderstood or to determine what
the cause of the dissatisfaction really was.

Questions

relating to the use of illustrations in the text and
demonstrations of processes using the television or
projection screen received confused responses.
students could not agree upon their value.

The

In fact,

in the

case of the illustrations in the text several students
remarked that they never paid attention to them so they had
little value.

However, when asked if they could be of help

when they work working at home,

opinions moderated but the

participants still named the step by step procedures as
having the greatest value.
Reducing class size did not make teaching any easier.
The student with Parkinsonian symptoms required much of the
instructor's time just to see that the most basic
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operations were performed.

However,

stressing the step by

step procedures for performing the various tasks improved
:

that student's responses.

All students were improving.

There was less individual attention required.

Students are

socializing more and the work seemed to flow better.
Some Teaching Problems.

Besides the Parkinsonian

problems other distractions occurred.

One of the students

had misplaced his/her disk so everything stopped until
someone located it.

Some participants had left a line open

before setting the type face to Courier New so when the
cursor arrived at the unchanged space,

the type face

automatically changed back to the default type face.
A Software Problem.

The version of works that the

Jaffrey-Rindge Middle School used could not perform the
work required by Exercise 3 of Lesson 4.

The instructor

wasted 35 minutes attempting to make the balky program
handle the simple task of displaying the text in two
columns.

The exercise was finally abandoned.

Lessons 5 and 6
Practicing at Home Was Confusing.

The confusion

caused by working at home occurred mainly with the students
in the Middle School class who did not have Works on their
computers.

However, when a student had the same program

that was being used in class,

there were still some
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problems when he or she tried to work from their notes and
the text'.

It was pointed out earlier that the participants

wrote copious notes listing each procedure as they came to
it.

Their problems came from not recognizing procedures

that were repeated from exercise to exercise.

They had not

labeled the procedures so they could relate them to
specific activities.

Again, much of the problem arose from

refusing to analyze what was being done and rationalizing
which activity required which process.

They were still

attempting to do it by rote.
Some High Spots of Interest.

As the students

gained confidence they began to work more independently.
They began typing faster and with greater accuracy.

This

made possible their learning additional procedures with
greater rapidity.
(memorized)

Perhaps their acquired and stored

activity sequences could be related to

activities required for the new work.
Another Attempt to Feature the Mouse.

The

instructor tried to get all the students to use the mouse
for a single exercise.

Many responded well but several

became confused and just sat staring at the monitor until
the instructor or one of their neighbors helped them get
started again.

It almost seemed that those who professed

an inability to use a computer were afraid of the mouse.
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They demonstrated a mental block about being able to
perform 'the actions required to make that apparatus do its
work.
Now the Automatic Assists Interest Rather Than
Frighten.

A good example of something happening in the

latter part of the course that caught the imagination of
the students was the way the spell checker and the
thesaurus worked.

They were now ready to have the computer

perform its idiot tasks and to relieve themselves of
routine, vexing ones.

The final lessons seemed to bring

more pleasure than drudgery.

The participants with a few

exceptions took full advantage of the computer's ability to
automatically format, end a line and start a new one, and
be able to go back to alter what had been done and make it
look better.
Student Evaluations for the Last Three Lessons and an
Overview.

The students were asked to rate the

usefulness of each of the last three lessons, the
illustrations,

the teaching aids. Appendix C, and use of

the keyboard for issuing commands.

An overall rating for

the course was not requested but each was asked to respond
to two open ended questions
1.

(see Appendix A, p.

137):

What additional instructions would you like?
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2.

Would you prefer to drop out some of the material
• and concentrate on the basics more until you feel
more comfortable about what you are doing?

With exception of using the television or other
display device,
good.

the ratings for each question were quite

Appendix C received exceptionally good grades for

its utility.

Ratings for Appendix C were substantially

better at the end of the course.
The responses to the first open-ended question about
the need for additional instructions were quite unanimous.
Those who took the time to write a comment agreed upon two
things.

First,

the course needed to be more repetitious.

It needed to offer more practice.

Second, They believed

that six lessons are not enough to permit absorption of all
the material.

The length of the individual classes was not

in question but the number of classes was.

Course content

seemed to meet their expectations.
Desire to Learn Is Required for Success.

Two of

the participants who stuck it out through all the classes
said that they had not found the work useful or
understandable.

These two indicated in the first lesson

when they were asked to write a message to the instructor
that they had been pressured or shamed into taking the
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course because "everyone needed to understand how to work
with a computer."
The 90 Day Follow up Survey

The researcher during his telephone survey was able to
reach only 20 of the 33 participants.

The participants'

answers all reinforced their previously exhibited feelings
about the course.

All but four of the participants who had

indicated that they did not own a computer now owned one.
Two of the participants,
course,

the two who don't want to take the

remarked that they had not felt computers to be

interesting and that the course had proved to them that
indeed they shouldn't waste their time trying to work with
them (see Appendix A, p.

138).

All but six of the computer owners were on the
Internet and were using email.

Each had a friend with more

knowledge than they or a child or grandchild who would
willingly help when they got into trouble.

Only once in

awhile would they take the extreme action of just shutting
the computer down in frustration.

Each of the owners used

his/her computer several times a week.

Those heavily into

email were using it every day.
The participants' greatest needs were more time to
practice what they had learned.
their class material.

They were all reviewing

Several asked when another class
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would be available.

They thought if they went through it

again that they would be able to absorb it better.
Case Studies

In most studies,
are encountered.
described.

a number of exceptional situations

This study produced four that need to be

Two of the situations resulted in the failure

of a student to satisfactorily complete the course.

The

other two occurrences produced successful outcomes.

Case #1

This is the case of a 72 year old, male, high school
graduate had taken an adult education typing course some
years before.
typewriter.

He was taught to use a mechanical
He tried very hard throughout the course to

follow all the instructions.

But,

for whatever reason his

fingers had problems working both the mouse and the keys.
His inability to position the mouse pointer and
simultaneously press the left mouse key was disastrous.

He

was unable to hold the mouse in place while pressing the
key.

Using the keyboard proved difficult as well because

his fingers extended beyond the keys and frequently more
than one key was pressed at one time.

These failures

caused him to sit and stare at the screen and try to figure
what to do.
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His first document stated,
on PC And probably my last?"

"This is my first lesson my

The instructor noted this

l

when reviewing the student disks after class and tried to
give special attention to this student in a effort to
increase his belief in his own abilities.

No amount of

assistance or special coaching improved his attitude
towards computer work.

Upon leaving the final class he

just commented that he was not meant to be computer
literate.

His response to the 90 Day Follow-up was that he

had not looked at a computer since the class.

That while

we had tried to help him in every way we could, he just was
not interested enough to go any further.
Case #2

This is the case of a 55 year old male with a Master
of Education degree.

This man had taken a computer use

seminar some years ago.

However, he was seriously affected

by Parkinson's disease and had little control over his hand
movements.

He insisted upon using the mouse pointer to

control his work.

His wife owned an Apple computer which

was mouse dependent.

This insistence caused him to miss

many of the instructions given by this researcher which in
turn slowed down class progress.

One of his neighbors took

it upon himself to assist as much as he could.
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This student seemed to understand what was being said
but could not communicate with the computer.

At one point

25 minutes of class time was spent working with this
student to correct problems that were caused by his
inability to use either the mouse or the keyboard properly.
His final Student Evaluation was interesting because he
rated down efforts to give him more practice,

to let the

computer handle certain routine tasks such as centering,
and use of the large television screen to demonstrate
process steps.

His comments on the open end questions

indicated that he knew that he had caused serious delays in
class presentations so he suggested that the class be
divided into a slow and a fast group.

He said that he had

been using his wife's computer with some regularity since
taking the course.
Case #3

This is the case of a 70 year old woman who had spent
three years in graduate school.

Her husband owns a

computer but she has never wanted to use it.

She was

persuaded to take the course by a friend and her minister.
Her second message in class said,

"Dear Charlie, This is my

first time ever touching a computer and I think I
have a long way to go!

I'm taking this because
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(an you)

__ and _ have shamed me into at
least trying.”
This woman had fewer problems with the course because
she had some typing skills,
with her neighbor.

she tried, and she worked well

Her final evaluation of the course was

littered with marginal notes saying why she was giving the
ratings that she did.

Her open-end question answers

indicated that she would have liked more practice.

She

mentioned that she gave much help to her neighbor and that
she believed that she would have accomplished much more if
she had not done so.

Her 90 Day Follow-up showed that she

was using the computer frequently.
Case #4

This 72 year old female had only a high school
education.
course.

She had successfully taken a touch typing

She had no computer but lived near the public

library and local senior center both of which had computers
available.

She didn't write any personal comments in her

first message but,

instead,

copied material from the

lesson.
She worked well with her neighbor, in fact seemed to
rely upon her neighbor at just about every turn.

When the

course was over, her student evaluation form gave high
marks to every portion of the course.
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She answered the

open ended questions with positive statements indicating
that she felt very comfortable with what she had learned
and hoped that she would be able to spend more time
reviewing the lessons.

Her 90 Day follow-up was just as

positive though she stated that she was not yet able to
afford a computer.
Summary

The students in this study with the exception of two
who just gave up seemed to succeed in attaining word
processing literacy.

They rated the course content very

high and indicated that they would continue to work with
computers.

Most students who did not own a computer at the

beginning of the course bought computers and were using
they before the 90 day follow up survey was taken.
All recommendations by the Roybal studies and journal
articles that were incorporated into the course materials
and presentation methods were rated high by the
participants.

The single exception was the obvious

oversight of earlier researchers in not pointing out the
possible need for restricting use of the mouse pointer
until students became more confident of their ability to
control the computer.

This failure to note such a serious

problem caused this researcher to cease insisting upon use
of the mouse pointer by all students until a comfort level
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seemed to be reached.

This usually occurred after the

completion of three lessons.
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CHAPTER V
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Program Theories Proved Reasonable

The findings and conclusions that follow result from
examining the recorded data,

comparing them with the many

conclusions and theories detailed in Chapter II,

and

modifying them based upon this researcher’s previous
experience.

Certain findings such as the mouse pointer

problems would be quite obvious to even an untrained
observer but others which would attribute success to either
text content and presentation or classroom environment and
teaching methods are far less easy to determine.
Nonetheless,

the study with its materials, methods, and

environment produced successes that others can
since)

(and have

replicated.

Perceived Human Memory Speed

A participant's age and the inherent slowing down of
processing memory was apparent throughout the study.

Those

in their eighties were considerably slower than those in
their seventies.

Students in their fifties and sixties

were considerably better able to handle new concepts.
Little difference was noted between these younger age
groups.
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The older students

(particularly women)

upon step-by-step procedures.

relied heavily

They constantly wrote down

each step of each task and numbered them.

These older

students didn't seem to be able to or seem to care to
compare what was being performed with that which had been
performed previously.

For example,

added to a word processing task,
and size,

if a few steps were

such as: change the font

the entire process would be recorded as a

completely new task even though all but the three new steps
had been presented repeatedly in the preceding three or
four exercises.
Technical terms needed be redefined each time they
were used because such terms were not normally employed by
these students in everyday conversation and student
cognition speed did not permit fast enough processing.
Educational achievement did not seem to be a factor for
technical term comprehension.

These terms required

repeated restatement to help the students connect these
thoughts to those already stored in their static memory.
Would the learning of a foreign tongue at these ages be any
easier?
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Projection of Instructor's Monitor Screen vs. Process Lists
Written on the Board or Overhead Projector Transparency

Two classes

... the small blue collar town and the

small white collar town ... had equipment that permitted
displaying what was happening on the instructor's screen.
The city lab had only a white board.

In all cases writing

process lists on a board or overhead projector transparency
was preferred to verbal directions for accomplishing the
tasks.
The students seemed to keep up with the instructor's
writing and explanation speed so there were fewer requests
for the instructor to slow down or repeat a set of
instructions.

The material on the board remained there for

a long period of time.

Segments of it were referred to

repeatedly ... these were the processes for the class to
follow.

The students looked back at the board during the

exercises and corrected their notes as needed.
Instructional Material Design

The text endeavored to reduce mental processing
demands as much as possible in an effort to achieve maximum
comprehension.
indicated

Studies of type face and type size had

(Hartley,

1994)

that a sans-serif,

12 to 14 point

type would be the best to use with the older adult.
Morrell and Echt

(1996) pointed to the use of numbered
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procedure steps as being the most productive way to get the
older adult to perform reasonably well with the computer.
Illustrations could prove effective if they relate directly
to the process to be performed.

Conversely,

information

and illustrations that explain "how something works" were
labeled "distractive".
Text material used for this study followed these
guidelines quite closely.
Appendix A, p.

137)

It is interesting to note

(see

that student evaluations gave high

marks to the text material but gave more questionable
ratings to the illustrations.

Observations of the note

taking by students, particularly the women,

indicate that

the students were very process oriented and that they
seemed to be able to perform the tasks more easily if they
followed a step-by-step procedure.
Procedural Directions Were Given Two Ways

The study had been planned to evaluate level of
competence when utilizing either the mouse or the keyboard
for the issuing of commands.

However,

classes begun by
*

teaching only mouse pointer use became bogged down in
manual manipulation problems.

To assure completion of a

reasonable amount of material, this researcher decided to
teach the participants alternative ways to give the
commands.

This approach proved to be very beneficial
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because there were some in each class who had the physical
and mental agility to handle the mouse pointer but many
i

others who lacked such abilities were frustrated when no
alternative to the mouse was offered.

This approach of

using keyboard commands kept frustration low and
achievement at reasonable levels.

The white collar town's

class with its high education level was the only group not
/

to complete the six lesson course.

They became bogged down

in manipulation details and "reasons why".
Teaching Strategies

While there is nothing new in reviewing what has been
learned in preceding lessons,

this is a vital activity when

teaching technology to older adults.

Older students do not

readily understand computer concepts.
how to make the computer perform tasks.
on the board,

They want to learn
Writing procedures

starting with the first step of turning on

the machine proved to be a helpful way to lead them through
the maze of commands needed to complete the exercises.
The basic steps were reviewed frequently.
procedures,

such as: setting type face and size,

be demonstrated and explained.

Specialized
could then

The students were lead

through each procedure and asked to perform the activities.
When questions were raised about procedures that would be
covered later in the lesson or course, they were asked to
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hold the question until instructions were given about the
procedure and then to ask for clarification if they had a
problem with it.

Faster typists move ahead of the rest of

the class and can be quite disruptive unless they are
handled in this manner.
One must be very basic and avoid using technical terms
as much as possible during the first three lessons because
the students are just feeling their way through this maze
of technology and techno-language.

A maze that is so

confusing because they can’t relate it to anything in their
past experiences.
lessons,

Once the class passes the magic three

the students begin to display a greater air of

confidence.

They begin to exhibit some initiative and try

a few tasks on their own.

However,

this is also a

dangerous point for the instructor because it is easy lose
control of the class as each proceeds at his own speed.
The faster ones ask about tasks not yet being performed by
most of the rest.
There is enthusiasm now for what is being accomplished
but there are problems to be faced with the student or two
who needs more hand holding and directing.
very much in order.

However,

An assistant is

the instructor can still be

torn between answering questions from the faster students
about portions of the lesson that have not yet been covered
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while at the same being asked to repeat answers to
questions by the slower ones.

If the instructor can

maintain a middle position where the more advanced students
can be put off until the material comes up for presentation
and more accomplished neighbors can be encouraged to help
the slower ones.
Repetition of Basic Procedures is Helpful

The operations of turning on the computer, putting in
the floppy disk at the proper time,
load,

finding the program to

and performing the final shut down sequence are

procedures which can be handled by referring the students
to the Appendix where these procedures are accumulated for
repeated quick reference.

It wasn't until lesson six that

all the students seemed able to handle these once per
session tasks with assuredness.
Problem Solving for Students in Trouble

Student missteps can prove to be quite distressful.
Until one has experience with what happens when the older
adult gets on a computer for the first time,

solving how

the student arrived at a given point requires much devious
thinking and presence of mind to check the available
indicators.

Problems that occur in the early lessons,

those that appear to be disasters are difficult ones.
After a few occurrences it becomes apparent to the
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instructor that the most common ones relate to the slowing
of students' mental processing of information. Some of the
most common of these problems follow:
Work Disappears From the Screen

A student has just entered a paragraph of
information and is getting ready to begin a new paragraph.
For some reason what had been typed disappears.
goes up and the question is put,
letter.

The hand

"What happened to my

I just finished the first paragraph and it is no

longer here.

Did I lose it?”

The student had forgotten take his/her finger off the
Enter key.

The key repeats and quickly moves the material

up so that it disappears from view.

The quickest way to

check that problem is to glance at the "elevator button" to
see if it has moved toward the bottom of its track.
Have the student press ctrl/shift/* so he or she can
see the paragraph marks the word processor adds at the end
of each paragraph.

Tell him/her that those marks were made

by pressing the Enter key and holding it down too long.
Then call the class's attention to the fact that all but a
few keys on the keyboard, namely the non-destructive keys
... caps lock,

control, and alternate, do not repeat.

One

could even have the class test this by holding a single key
down and noting what happens.

Have them correct the
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problem of repeated letters or actions by using the
Backspace key to erase the unwanted letters or marks.

Similar repeating problems happen when any repeatable
key is held down too long.

The Tab key makes the document

look "funny" by having too much space between words of
paragraphs and when the left arrow is pressed to get back
to where the next letter should be,
far.

the cursor moves too

The solution again is just to use the Backspace key

to take out the unwanted key strokes.
Another possible cause of such an occurrence is the
overlaying of the current document with a new document.
the "elevator button" is at the top of its track,

If

then

glance up at the "name stripe" at the top of the screen.
If the name is now "Documentx" instead of the name the
student was to have given it in the "SaveAs..." procedure,
then the student, had either clicked the "New Document
button" or had pressed ctrl/N.
The quickest way to be rid of the unwanted blank
document is to "Close" it.

Have the student first check to

see if he/she has more than one document in use.
alt/W.

Press

If more than one document is active, press the

number that shows to the left of the "Documentx".

Then

press alt/F followed by the letter C or have him or her
/

click the "X" button near the top right hand corner of the
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screen on the same line as the menu labels ...
etc.

. .

File, Edit,

are found.

Again,

a teaching moment occurs.

a new document,

Have the class start

look at the Window Menu^

and remove the

unwanted document.
Letters Disappear When the Space Bar is Pressed or are
Replaced by Some Other Letter When That Letter is Pressed.

Some versions of Microsoft Word will change from the
insert mode to the overstrike mode when the Insert key is
pressed by mistake.

This key is located just to the right

of the Backspace key and just above the Delete key.
Some versions of the program require use of the mouse
... pointing and double clicking on the "OVR" button which
is at the bottom of the screen.

While this makes it more

difficult to mistakenly change from the insert mode to the
overstrike mode,

it is not available to the non-mouse user.

Conclusions
Classroom Environment
Some General Concepts That Seemed to Work.

(1988)

Imel

documented many of the environmental considerations

that the educator should consider when setting up classes
for the older adult.

Several of these suggestions proved

to be quite useful:
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•

Establish adult to adult rapport.

•

Address learners as equals.

•

Employ

(where possible)

informal room arrangements

that encourage socialization ... the arrangements
for the middle and high school laboratories were
more formal than the college arrangement which did
encourage socialization.
•

Provide multiple learning options which enable
learners to choose which methods best suit each of
their needs.

Properly Setting the Stage.

Knowles

(1970) brought

out the importance of a teacher's activities prior to and
during the first class meeting in setting the stage for a
good or poor classroom climate.

The researcher made every

effort to begin the work with each group in a relaxed and
friendly way.

Class atmosphere was friendly and

encouraging of socialization.

The students seemed to enjoy

this and did not create any disciplinary problems.

While

much note comparing and much helping a neighbor overcome
some difficulty took place,

the student evaluations did not

indicate that either giving help to or receiving help from
a neighbor resulted in any increased learning.
Difficulties Mixing the Old-Old with the Young-Old.
It was very evident that students who were in their 80fs
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found the class work very difficult.

The younger old

possessed greater physical and process memory capabilities
and often assisted the older student in overcoming problems
caused by their not being quick to grasp a concept or
perform a movement.

At times it seemed that it would be

better to hold classes for each of the two groups
separately or by designing courses that would encourage
participation based upon the student's literacy goals.
The study rules that

Class Size is a Factor.

required class sizes to remain small did not demonstrate
the value of the size limitation concept because no
comparison was made between large and small class sizes.
It was evident from the beginning that small groups that do
not exceed six could be adequately controlled by the
instructor.
results.

This ability to control resulted in superior

The smaller groups produced less distraction and

tended to reduce the voice levels of those talking with a
neighbor.
Presentation Methods

The low tech method of writing instructions on a
board,

flip chart,

or on a paper in an overhead projector

seemed to work best with the older student.

The more

sophisticated type of slide presentation through the
computer and demonstrating using monitor illustrations
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projected on a screen did not produce acceptable results
with these participants.

One thought that comes to mind is

that the more sophisticated approach tended to make things
move ahead faster so it could have put too much pressure on
the students'

dynamic mental processes.

Writing the

procedure step by hand slowed the instructor down and
permitted the student to keep up easier.
Multiple Tasks and Repetition.

Drill and practice

techniques seemed to work well with the older student.
Repeating procedures and having the participants perform
step-by-step tasks were beneficial because it called for
the performance of activities several times until the
sequence of actions became reasonably familiar.
operations were introduced with each exercise.

New
They were

kept small in number to require less mental processing to
enable the maximum retention.

Extra exercises were made

available for the more adept students so they could be kept
busy.
Session Length and Frequency.

The researcher

decided to use a class session length of two and one half
hours.

It was believed that the older adult would feel

less pressured by having a longer exposure time to the
lesson materials.

These sessions were broken into two

segments which presented the instructor with an opportunity
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to answer some distracting questions about the exercises
and to allow other students to relax.
The researcher had been teaching two lessons per week
and found that frequency to be quite successful.

However,

the research classes for this dissertation were held three
times per week.

This higher frequency did not seem to

affect the younger or faster learner but it did seem to
give some problems to the less adept.

The older,

cognitively slower participants expressed their dislike for
having so many lessons presented in such a short period of
time.

The amount of new information was said to be

overwhelming.
Text Materials
Type Face, Weight and Size.

Echt & Morrell

(1996)

concluded that a sans serif type faces were easier for the
older adult to read than what has been considered to be
more reader friendly,

the serif type faces.

showed that the less complicated,

Their research

sans serif type seemed to

be easier for the aging person to decipher.
The weight of the individual letters also seemed to
have a great bearing on the older person's ability to read
comfortably.

The heavier bold face types did not seem to

assist comprehension so it was recommended that regular
weights be used extensively.
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It had been thought that printing the text in larger
letters ‘would facilitate comprehension but this did not
prove to be the case.

The most generally efficient type

sizes to use were 12 point and 14 point.

The 12 point was

recommended for a majority of the text with occasional use
of the larger type size for emphasis.
Column Width &nd Justification.

(Echt & Morrell,

1996)

Some researchers

suggested that older adults need a

narrower column of type to more nearly match their visual
span and mental processing capability.

A recommendation in

this researcher's earlier work on technical writing
(Ellsworth & Richmond,

1958)

proposed the same format.

While this may well be something to consider, this
researcher felt from long time experience that there were
other circumstances that superceded this suggestion.
Perhaps the primary reason for overriding this suggestion
is the awkwardness of doing so when covering the procedures
and techniques presented in the text.
A recommendation by Echt & Morrell

(1996)

that made

more sense was that of not recommending the justification
of both margins.

Justifying both margins results in

distorting letter and word spacing which in turn makes the
material more difficult to comprehend.

This distortion

changes the size of words and requires the reader to make
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mental adjustments so the words can be understood.

The

text for this research utilizes a ragged right hand margin
as recommended by Ellsworth & Richmond (1958).
Echt & Morrell

Copious Illustrations.

(1996)

recommended that many illustrations be placed in the text
as long as these pictures were descriptive of the thoughts
being presented.

The researcher attempted to do just that

... use as many appropriate illustrations as possible.

All

this in a effort to make the text easier to understand.
Student evaluations indicated that the illustrations were
superfluous and even confusing when the student was asked
to make spacial associations

(They wanted to be able to

read the words in the illustration).

But,

these comments

only seemed to relate to classroom work where the
instructor was leading the students through the procedures.
Few of the students read the text between lessons.
Procedural Displays.

It was the researcher's

concept that once students had practiced a procedure a time
or two,

that the student should be challenged by asking him

or her to perform a procedure without being given the
steps.

It was believed that use of the non-directive

bullet would make the material less threatening.
it became apparent that the older adult feels more
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However,

comfortable following a set of numbered steps which give
him or her a hierarchy to follow.
The presentation method soon became one of writing
each procedure on the board or other display material and
referring to the steps as being a locked in series of
commands.
program.

These steps were described as being a computer
They were the same type of instructions that the

computer programmer gives the computer so it can perform
some specific task.

The participants felt comfortable with

this explanation and seemed to derive some pleasure from
knowing that they were telling the computer what to do.
Use the Mouse or Don11 Use the Mouse.

The very old

adult wants to try hard to meet young people's
expectations.

Grandchildren are always demonstrating how

to run the computer by swishing the mouse pointer around,
clicking the mouse and causing marvelous things to happen.
The problem that the older adult has is that his or her
mental processing speed is much lower than those of the
younger person.

The older person has great difficulty just

lining the pointer up with the menu names or tool buttons.
In-service teachers forget to take this shortcoming into
consideration when attempting to teach the older person.
These well meaning instructors believe that getting the
older adult to spend a few hours playing solitaire is just
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what is needed to bring them into the world of present day
computers.

What a waste of time!

The older adult comes

away frustrated by the fact that nothing of consequence was
learned during these tedious sessions.
Older adults need to practice giving commands to the
computer and having the computer perform expected tasks.
This is easily accomplished by first having the new
students utilize the wealth of keyboard commands that are
available.

The reinforcement is immediate.

The student

discovers how to "run" the computer with a few quick key
strokes.

Once a few hours are spent giving commands to the

computer from the keyboard, writing a few short passages,
memos,

and letters only then does the beginner have enough

self-confidence to take on the mouse pointer and then only
if he or she is determined to do so.

The older adult

discovers that he or she is now in charge and that he or
she makes the choices about how the microcomputer will
work.
Course Content Should be Based Upon Student Needs.
In the learning theory which was presented to this
dissertation committee during the writer*s comprehensive
examination it was noted that several levels of aging must
be taken into account when developing literacy courses for
the aging adult.

First, there are the young old, those
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between 50 and 64.

Second,

those between 65 and 80.

there are the intermediate old,

Finally,

those over 80 years of age.

there are the old old,

Each of these groupings had

different needs and should be treated differently.
The young old are those adults who face discrimination
in the workplace.

They are accused of being "untrainable"

(Costello,

Those people have cognition problems

1997) .

that exceed those of younger adults so training materials
for them must be prepared in ways that facilitate their use
of "fossil" memory to supplement their slowing processing
memory.

However,

course content must be equal to that

prepared to people seeking employment.

They must be true

literacy courses which cover material in some depth.
The old old have usually moved out of the workforce
and are seeking something that will help them communicate
with those in the present day world.

This age level seems

to desire only to be able to write a few letters, birthday
greetings,

or things for special interest groups of which

they might be members.

They also want to get on the web so

they can email their children and grandchildren.
Sometimes,

they want to look into financial matters such as

stock and bond quotations.

Sometimes, they want to use

financial management programs so they can keep track of
their personal business.

Courses for this group should
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only take the learner through the basics so they can "get
along" but not overburden them with unwanted details.
The intermediate old group can go either way.
are refusing to leave the labor force.

Some

Some are performing

volunteer work that demands that they have the ability to
work with modern computing equipment.

Others are trying to

phase out of things and seek avocations which they can
pursue for the foreseeable future.

In most cases this

group would be satisfied by taking courses intended either
for the young old or the old old depending upon their
perceived goals.
this group.

No special courses need be prepared for

It would be up to the course presenter to

assist the prospective student in a choice of course
material.
Summary
What to Expect From the Older Learner
Throughout this study,

the writer has pointed out the

many differences between the older adult and the younger
adult.

Course contents, presentation methods,

teaching

environments, and course materials must all be tailored to
the perceived needs and mental capabilities of the older
adult.

This is not an easy task for the untrained.

Older

adults do not learn the same way that younger people do
because they rely heavily on information in their static
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(stored) memory.

They use dynamic

(processing) memory to

check out all the stored items in static

(fossilized)

memory for:
1.

An exact match.

2.

A related item.

3.

A useful concept.

Only after this search fails is the dynamic memory used to
work out a new item.

The new item is kept in a special

area of dynamic memory and stored in static memory some
time later.

Older adults have problems keeping the new

information long enough to send it to static memory.

It is

the connection between dynamic and static memory that seems
to be greatly slowed down as people age.
Suggested Course Content for the Young-Old
/

The adults, who are between 50 and 64,
part want to remain in the work a day world.
must be quite complete.
course,

for the most
Their courses

They should have a word processing

a spreadsheet, data base, and Power Point course,

and an Internet course which should include email,
(file transfer protocol),
engines.

FTP

telnet, browsers, and search

Each course should be composed of six lessons,

each lesson being 2-1/2 hours long, and should be the
equivalent in content to the first year computer
introductory course as taught at most colleges.
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However,

mouse skills should be learned gradually to help them gain
confidence in their own abilities.

They must overcome the

»

negative thinking so prevalent in industry, commerce, and
government who all consider this age group to be
"untrainable".
Suggested Course Content for the Intermediate-Old

This age group, which ranges from 65 to 80 years of
age,

in many instances has been retired either voluntarily

or involuntarily.

Many members of this group do not need

the complete literacy course that the young old need for
reentry to the work force.

However,

there will be some who

would want and need the young old training because they,
too, wish to remain employed and they usually have
sufficient cognition to handle the college level material.
The course that is most suited for this general level
of aging would be that which was used in this research.
Two courses would be of interest,

the first, a word

processing course that is not quite as complete as that for
the young old.

The second,

an Internet course to give them

full literacy so they can become quite accomplished in use
of the Web.

Because of the additional time required and

the questionable amount of additional unique data to be
gathered,

the Internet course was not given.

Both courses

would stress use of the keyboard for the giving of commands
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during the first three lessons of the word processing
course would teach keyboard commands while the final three
i

lessons and the remaining courses would teach use of either
the mouse or the keyboard.
old,

Like the courses for the young

each course would be comprised of six lessons, each of

which would be 2-1/2 hours in length.

They would be

comprised of the introduction of new techniques followed by
at least six exercises that would give the students
practice enough to help them develop the necessary
understanding of the materials.

The exercises are designed

with enough work in them to keep skilled typists busy while
the slower students work on the most needed skills covered
in the lesson.
Suggested Course Content for the Old-Old

These adults, who are 80 years of age and older, have
the least cognition,
motor skills.

least spatial skills,

and the least

This group wants and usually needs only the

very basic word processing skills and Internet
capabilities.

The word processing basics consist of

turning the computer on,

starting the proper program,

entering material into the computer,

saving the material,

recalling it, altering it and saving it again.

The

Internet basics only need go as far as basic use of email,
use of browser and some familiarity with a search engine or
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two.

Use of keyboard commands is mandatory for the word

processing lessons and optional for the Internet lessons
because by the time the word processing is completed, some
degree of facility can be relied upon in use the mouse.
However, mouse utilization for this group is most arduous
and daunting but the Internet software is not old people
friendly on this point of mouse avoidance.

The literacy

course for the old old learner should be comprised of three
lessons on word processing and three lessons on Internet
use.

Again,

each lesson should be 2-1/2 hours long and

given at a frequency not exceeding twice per week.
Upon Further Deliberation

It must be stated that grouping classifications based
upon chronological age and what are perceived as being that
age group's goals are quite artificial and at best
represent a considered speculation.

Little thought is

needed to conclude the most 50 year-olds take courses to
either preserve or obtain a place in the workforce.

Again,

most people between the ages of 65 and 80 are out of the
workforce and have little use for the depth of computer
literacy needed to preserve or obtain a job.

And finally,

most people over the age of 80 seem to be interested in the
barest of familiarity with computers.
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These groupings titled: young-old,

intermediate-old,

and old-old represent collections of special cognitive,
physical,

and learning characteristics.

Some or all of

these attributes can be assumed by people of any age.

But,

for the sake of brevity these titles were used as a way to
quickly describe the group targeted by the learning
materials and teaching techniques

(see Appendix A, p.

139).

Presentation of Materials

Instructors who do well

Instruction Techniques.

with these older adult groups require special training.
The vocabulary used in presentations must be simple and
must relate current terms with what the student group
easily recognizes.

Many of today's commonly used words are

quite foreign to older people and should be avoided unless
they are technical terms which are used to name computer
parts or procedures in which case they must be defined
before use.

This special instructor must learn not to

assume that the student is following his/her presentation,
but must instead, use techniques that permit frequent
t

checking of student progress.
where steps are numbered,

When presenting a process

for example,

the instructor

should physically write each step on a board,
or overhead projector slide.

.

flip chart,

This simple technique
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automatically slows him/her down and helps the slower
student 'keep up.
?YPe of Curriculum.

The learning materials should

present the ideas in a simple manner that encourages the
student to start executing commands and inputting data as
early as possible in the course.

While courses for younger

students frequently get into the theory behind the entity
being studied so the learner can later generalize and apply
this knowledge to new concepts,

the older adult frequently

either ignores such information or becomes confused by it.
Textbooks for the older adult learner may contain
illustrations but these illustrations should show what is
happening on the screen as the different commands are
issued.

Illustrations which do not directly apply to the

process being performed are confusing to this learner.
What can be taught using these techniques are the
simplest of processes:
some data base

word processing,

(mailing lists,

some spread sheet,

etc.), email,

FTP,

telnet

(to contact local libraries), browsers, and search engines.
*

\

While this may seem quite limited to most skilled
instructors,

to the older adult this material is about all

that can be absorbed in a single set of introductory
courses.

Once the older adult has had time to work with
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these processes on his/her own, he/she then becomes more
curious >and venturesome.
The ideal class setting for older

Class Setting.

adults is one that is as informal as possible.

The

students should be permitted to choose where they want to
sit.

They should be encouraged to check each other's work

and to help a neighbor if they are capable of doing so.
/

They should be encouraged to theorize a little to aid in
the learning activity.

The instructor should do everything

possible to create a friendly atmosphere and should
emphasize that he/she is available to help out at any time.
(This means that a single instructor should not attempt to
teach too large a class because these older students will
usually end up learning very little.)
Pertinent Learning Theory

Vygotsky came about as close as anyone has to a
general learning theory that can be applied to almost any
learning situation.

His/her Zone of Proximal Development

(ZPD) with its tenet that a student's learning capability
is restricted to a limited amount of new knowledge at any
one time.

To use an analogy,

the instructor builds a

bridge between what the learner knows and what he/she is
being brought to know using only materials available to the
particular student.

Thus the materials from which the
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bridge is to be constructed limit its length.

This zone

begins 3t the present knowledge level end through the use
of "tools” and "signs" takes the learner up to a new level
of understanding.

The tools used in the text and in the

presentation are the procedures that are simply spelled
out.

The signs are the illustrations and other written

materials supplied the student.

Simply saidf

each exercise

or lesson begins with something that is easily recognized
and understood by the student.
reaches the expected,

It ends when the student

attainable knowledge level.

Outcomes
What is Success?

Success with the older adult is

not just completing most of the exercises in the course,

it

is the student's feeling of confidence at the end of the
course which encourages him/her to continue working with
the computer.

The student's mastery of all of the material

is not important.
When most older adults decide to take a computer
literacy course,

they have decided that they must learn to

use a computer or they will be unable to cope with the
world outside.

They are totally unsure of their own

capabilities as they relate to the use of this equipment.
Their major worry seems to be that they will somehow injure
or destroy the machine just by misusing the keys, mouse, or
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other device.

They wish to overcome this fear.

A properly

designed and presented computer literacy course alleviates
this fear.

Certainly,

this one step defines a success.

The more motivated student with the same fears but
with higher goals

... those of being able to produce

something of value that would result in keeping or getting
a job ... would not be satisfied with relief of the fear of
damaging the computer.

Success for this student would be

the attainment of a degree of literacy ... being able to
work with an application program and have that program
produce desired results.

This does not mean that the

computer literate must understand every facet of one of
today's complex programs but it does mean that this person
understands enough about how to utilize the software.
He/she can now search out additional software capabilities
using the help system,

a friend,

or by just plain reasoning

out how to issue the necessary commands.
Success may be defined as a continuum that begins with
a person losing fear of the machine and ends with a person
gaining the capability to use at least one application
program.
Predictors of Positive Feedback at Course's End.

The initial telephone interview prior to enrolling in the
course discloses much to the skilled interviewer.
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Though

the prospective student uses the same words which indicate
lack of'computer skills, voice inflections, alertness, and
questions about course content or expected outcomes will
give the questioner ideas about student capability to
learn.
One of the exercises in the first lesson of each
course asks the student to write something about
himself/herself that will help the instructor to know that
person better.

Many times the student will indicate a

desire to learn about technology.

Sometimes the student

will paint a pitiful picture of himself/herself as being
totally unable to comprehend technical material and
indicating that the expected outcome of the course will be
a negative one.

Student attitude needs to be positive if

success is to be achieved.
The more alert and physically capable student will
challenge the instructor to make things more difficult.
Such students will check the neighbor's work and try to
figure out why both screens are not the same.
neighbor be having trouble,

Should the

this student will try to help

the other understand the process.

When this alert student

encounters difficulties that he/she can't understand how to
get out of, he/she will immediately ask for help.
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Predictors of success seem to range around attitude
towards 'the course.

The degree of alertness is quite

i

indicative of expected positive results.
mentioned earlier in this section,

However, as was

outcomes for the old-old

and for the young-old relate directly to their social
activity.

The older is less active and has lower

expectations so what is success to this person would be
considered failure for the younger.

Matters Requiring More Study
Mouse, Track Ball, or Touch Pad Pointer

This study demonstrated that the mouse pointer makes
learning for many older students very discouraging and
almost impossible.
A majority of the older population has trouble
pointing to "hot spots" with a mechanical pointer, holding
the mechanism still,

and simultaneously pressing a button

to start the activity.
is better for them.

We need to determine which device

This writer believes that studies

should be undertaken to determine which pointer manipulator
... mouse, track ball, or touch pad ... would be most older
adult friendly.
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Text Content and Material Presentation

While this study has indicated that presenting
material as suggested by the National Institute on Aging's
the many studies,

following these suggestions produced

materials and methods that were well accepted by the
students who took part in this study as indicated in their
course evaluations.

These recommendations need to be

/

better defined.

The mix of explanatory material,

appropriate illustration,

course content, and complexity of

exercises must receive further study.
Class Size, Frequency, and Use of Assistants

While this study limited its class size to one that
the researcher believed to be as large a class as he could
adequately control,

this was only an educated guess.

Use

of assistants may well increase the size of controllable
classes as will the classroom environment.
... once a week,

twice a week,

Class frequency

three times a week, or every

day ... certainly needs examination as well.
Intervening Variables

Disturbing factors within single classes such as:
difference in student motivation,
and physically impaired,

the inclusion of mentally

and the disruptive student each

need to be examined to determine affect upon outcomes of
each student and the desirability to include or exclude.
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Development of Course Materials for Other Impairments

Perhaps the educational community does not consider
that unavailability of appropriate instruction is an
impairment but to the distance disadvantaged student,
is something that needs to be examined.

this

How can students

who are separated from potential classmates by distances so
great that physical proximity is not possible be worked
with as a group?
basic material?

How can these students learn this very
Doesn’t it require an ability to start a

computer, bring in a program,
program?

and issue commands to this

How can these older adults be trained from a

distance?
Students who only have access to the simplest of
communications equipment need training.
have Web TV become computer literate?

Can those who only
Is it possible to

teach word processing using only the Internet and the more
primitive types of equipment?
SQme Final Thoughts

The fields of instruction and learning are so complex
that just the study of one facet of these recommendations
can take a lifetime to research.

This author wishes anyone

who wants to take on the challenge to better define,
refine,

and improve these ideas the best of luck.
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Table 1.

Get Acquainted Statistics

Question

Jaffrey #1

1. Touch type
2. Own computer

Yes
2
4

Jaffrey #2

No
4
2

Yes
3
3

No
3
3

Franklin Pierce
#1
Yes
No
5
1
4
2

Franklin
Pierce #2
Yes
No
4
1
4
1

4. School grade
Elementary

0

0

0

0

Middle

0

0

0

0

High School

1

2

4

3

Jr. College

1

2

0

2

College

2

1

1

0

Graduate Sch.

2

1

0

1

Below 60

1

0

1

0

Below 70

2

3

0

1

Below 80

3

3

4

4

Below 90

0

0

1

0

All others

0

0

0

0

5. Age
Below 50

6. Gender

Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male
3
2
2
4
3
3
2
4

7. On Internet now

1

1

5

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

5

3

Yes
3

No
2

3

continued next page
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Table 1.

continued

Question *

Prev. Page
Yes
No

1. Touch type
2. Own computer

14
15

9
8

Peterborough
Yes
No
9
5

2
5

Total
Yes
No
22
20

11
13

Yes

No

66.7%
60.6%

33.3%
39.4%

4. School grade
Elementary

0

0

0

Middle

0

0

0

High School

10

0

10

30.3%

Jr. College

5

2

7

21.2%

College

4

5

9

27.3%

Graduate Sch.

4

3

7

21.2%

Below 60

2

2

4

Below 70

6

3

9

Below 80

14

2

16

Below 90

1

3

4

All others

0

0

0

5. Age
Below 50

Avg.
age

71.1

Male Femal Male Female Male
e
13 60.6% 39.4%
20
3
7

Female Male Female
6. Gender

13
Yes

7. On Internet

10

No
16
7

No

Yes
7
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3

Yes
14

No

Yes
19 42.4%

No
57.6%

Table 2.

Student Evaluations of Computer Basics Course

July
Question
1
1. Lsn. 1
2. Lsn. 1
3. Lsn. 1
4. Lsn. 1
5. Apdx.C
6. Lsn. 2
7. Lsn. 2
8. Lsn. 3
9. Lsn. 3
10.Illust.
11. Use TV
1. Lsn.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2

1
1
2
2
1

10.Use Keys
Overall

5

1
1

4

2

3

11

6
4
6
5
3
6
1
5
1
2

9
8
9
9
7
7
13
8
2
10

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
9
15

1

2

1
4
2
1
2
1
3

Mean of
Means

2
4
3
3

3

3

4

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
14

4

8.Illust.
9. Use TV

Numbr Mean

5
9
12
10
8
6
9
10
10
5

1

1
1

1999

12
8
4
5
9
12
6
4
5
4

1

Lsn. 4
Lsn. 5
Lsn. 5
Lsn. 6
Lsn. 6
Apdx.C

Legend:

Rating
3

10

4.2
4.4
4.6
4.3
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.3
4.4
3.8
3.5
4.6
4.3
4.6
4.5
4.1
4.3
4.8
4.4
2.7
4.5
4.3

1 = Least valuable
2 = A little more valuable
3 * Neutral
4 = Valuable
5 = Most valuable
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Table 3.

90 Day Follow-up Questionnaire

90 Day Follow-up Questionnaire
Question

1

How often do you use a computer?

Do you have a computer?

Has your typing speed improved?

Have you tried email yet?

Have you tried browsing the Internet
yet?

Who helps you when you have a problem
using the computer?

Has lack of an easy to reach help
source slowed down your use of the
computer?

What is your greatest need now?
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2

3

4

5

Table 4.

Characteristics of the Young-old Group

Calendar' age
Motivation
Cognition
Learning characteristics

Physical limitations
Mind-set

Table 5.

Characteristics of the Intermediate-old Group

Calendar age
Motivation

Cognition
Learning characteristics

Physical limitations
Mind-set

Table 6.

50-64
Keep up with technology to
remain in the workforce
Good but slowing
Able to generalize quite well
but prefers to relate to
stored knowledge
Active but slowing
1
Remain in the workforce

65 - 79
Remain in the workforce
Enter volunteer work
Keep up with the world
Fair but slowing
Able to generalize but
prefers to relate to stored
knowledge
Quite active but slowing down
Not quite ready to give up
completely ... wants some
work

Characteristics of the Old-old Group

Calendar age
Motivation
Cognition
Learning characteristics

Physical limitations
Mind-set

80 plus
Keep up with the world
Slowing considerably
Generalizes little, prefers
to relate to stored memory.
Relies upon step by step
procedures
Impaired
Seeks passive tasks
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Figure 1.

Press Release 1

>

Press Release

t

January 4,

1999

Free computer courses for older people!

Senior citizens who have no knowledge of computers but who would
like to learn how to use them can do so FREE OF CHARGE.
be taught in Jaffrey,
1999.

Peterborough,

Classes are to

and Keene beginning January 22,

Class size will be limited to six students.

will be chosen to receive special computer training.

In all,

six groups

Charlie Richmond,

who developed the Computers for Klutzes teaching materials and teaching
methods, will be the instructor.
Charlie is seeking a total of 36 volunteers over the age of 49
who are computer illiterate.

People with all educational backgrounds

from grade school through college are welcome.

Students will be

required to attend six classes of two and one-half hours duration.
Texts and computers will be furnished.

At the end of the course,

students will be asked for their assessments of the value of the tests,
instructions,

and learning aids.

Twice during the year following

course completion they will be asked to report upon their use of skills
gained from the course.
These classes are part of the research into computer learning
styles of older people that are being investigated by Charlie Richmond.
He will be using notes, observations, and student responses in his
doctoral dissertation to be given at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst.

Those wishing to receive this free training should call

Charlie Richmond at 924-9903 or 1-888-404-2480 if you are outside the
Peterborough calling area.
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Figure 2.

Press Release

Press Release
January 6, 1999
Free computer courses for older people!

Senior citizens who have no knowledge of computers but who would
like to learn how to use them can do so FREE OF CHARGE. Classes are to
be taught in Jaffrey, Peterborough, and Keene beginning January 15, 1999.
Class size will be limited to six students. In all, six groups will be chosen to
receive special computer training. Charlie Richmond, who developed the
Computers for Klutzes teaching materials and teaching methods, will be the
instructor.
Charlie is seeking a total of 36 volunteers over the age of 49 who are
computer illiterate. People with all educational backgrounds from grade school
through college are welcome. Students will be required to attend six classes of
two and one-half hours duration. Texts and computers will be furnished. At the
end of the course, students will be asked for their assessments of the value of
the tests, instructions, and learning aids. Twice during the year following course
completion they will be asked to report upon their use of skills gained from the
course.
These classes are part of the research into computer learning styles of
older people that is being investigated by Charlie Richmond. He will be using
continued next page
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Figure 2 continued

notes, observations, and student responses in his doctoral dissertation to be
given at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

Those wishing to receive this free training should call Charlie Richmond
at 924-9903 or 1-888-404-2480 if you are outside the Peterborough calling area.
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Figure 3.

Keene Poster

Keene Poster
Starts Monday, February 12
Classes meet 10:00 -12:30 AM
1:00-3:30 PM
Monday, Wednesday, Friday

bMapMtsrs for KMtlft
Computer Basics for older adults who want to learn how
to use a computer
Presented by Charlie Richmond
at
Franklin Pierce College Computer Lab
17 Bradco Street, Keene
Call Charlie Richmond to register
924-9903
Toll free: 1 (888) 404-2480
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Figure 4.

Getting Acquainted Survey

Computers for Klutzes
Getting Acquainted Survey
Your name:___

Date:_

Your telephone number:_
Please answer the following questions. The answers will help me to do a better job of
helping you learn how to work with microcomputers.
1. Have you had a touch typing course?_
a. Did you do well?_
b. Can you still use the keyboard efficiently?_
2. Do you own a microcomputer?_
a. If you own an IBM type, is it a 486 or newer?

.

b. If you own an Apple (Mac) type, is it a Presario or newer?_
c. If you own an older machine, what type and model is it?_.
d. What kind of printer do you have? Make_ Model_.
3. How much computer training have you had?_
4. How far did you go in school?_
5. How old are you?_
6. What gender are you?_
7.

Are you on Internet now?
a. Do you use the mouse well?_
b. Do you use email?_
c. Do you use the Web?_

8. Where did you find out about this course?___

Get Acquainted Survey
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Figure 5.

Voluntary Research Permission

University of Massachusetts
School of Education
Voluntary Research Permission
I,_understand that I am to be a subject in an
educational research project to be performed by Charles C. Richmond. I am
taking part in his experimental work which proposes to make me somewhat
computer literate. I voluntarily accept participation with the understanding,
however, that I may withdraw this acceptance at any time.
I understand that this research project is one that seeks to determine how best to
bring computer literacy to older or special needs people who are unfamiliar with
computers but who would like to try working with them. I understand that my
progress will be monitored and recorded, that the instructor will suggest special
working methods, and that I will be asked to evaluate my own progress during, at
the end, and at some time following this training.
I understand that I have the right to review all materials written or otherwise
recorded and that my personal identity will be protected so others accessing the
materials will not be able to identify me or to link me to any of my records.
I understand that this research will take place at several locations in the State of
New Hampshire and in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, that approximately
36 people will be involved, and that geographic distribution and group size will
improve participant anonymity.
I understand that this research will be used to provide information which will be
included in a dissertation, in papers and articles prepared for publication in
professional and research journals and books as well as in professional
presentations, seminars, and meetings.
I understand that if I want more information about the study, I can contact
Charles C. Richmond at 8 Colonial Square, Peterborough, New Hampshire
03458, by telephone at (603) 924-9903, or by email at ccr@crichm.mv.com.
Name:

____

Signature:___

Date:_
Parent/Guardian:

Address:
(name)

(Signature)
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Figure 6.

Basics & Word Processing Syllabus

Computers for Klutzes
Basics and Word Processing
Instructors

Charles C. Richmond

Telephone: 924-9903

Course Description
This course helps the learner who has little or no knowledge of microcomputers
to understand the workings of a computer and how to make it perform useful
tasks. No previous knowledge of computers is necessary for success in this
course. This set of 6 lessons helps the student learn the basics of computer
operation and covers the use of a word processing program.

Course Objectives.
Upon successful completion of this course the student will understand:
1.
2.

3.

What makes a computer work.
How to get the computer to perform some simple but necessary tasks such as:
formatting disks, moving files around from disk to disk, protecting the system from
viruses
How to get the most out of today's word processors.

Lesson Schedule.
Lesson
Lsn 1

Lsn 2
Lsn 3
Lsn 4

Lsn 5
Lsn 6

Task
Introduction to computers. Workshop working with DOS and
Windows. Look ahead to word processing. Working with your
"floppy" disks ... formatting, recording, and reading.
Workshop. Creating a document, using "wrap-around", making
corrections, and saving your document.
Workshop. Recall a document, insert new text, delete text, update
the document, and save the altered document
Workshop. Center text, underscore and make text bold, recover
something your have deleted, use all caps, change type sizes and
fonts, and move or replace text.
Workshop. Indenting, using spelling checker, move text, change
line spacing, changing margins, and rearranging text.
Workshop. Hyphenate, justify both margins, alter page lengths and
sequences, and searching and replacing text.

Copyright© 1999, Charies C. Richmond, all rights reserved
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Figure 7.

Student Evaluation of Lessons 1,

,

2

3

Dissertation Research
Student Evaluation of Lessons 1, 2, & 3
Name: __

Date:_

Please use a point system to indicate the value your would assign to the
questions below ... 1 Least valuable
3 Neutral
4 Valuable
2 A little more valuable
5 Most valuable

_1. Lesson 1 ... discussion of computer words.
_ 2. Lesson 1 ... starting the computer, the program, a document, naming and
saying where to put the document, writing it, saving it on a disk, and
erasing it from your screen.
_3. Lesson 1 ... getting a document back, changing it, and saving it again.
_4. Lesson 1 ... repeating these tasks several times.
_ 5. Appendix C ... is useful as a reference to use rather than find the page
where each task was described.
_ 6. Lesson 2 ... repeating the details of the creating and naming tasks is
helpful even though the same information was covered in Lesson 1.
_ 7. Lesson 2 ... the new tasks of setting the type face, making words bold,
erasing and correcting mistakes, and skipping lines became easy to
perform by the end of the 6 exercises.
_ 8. Lesson 3 ... recalling a document saved in Lesson 2 then making changes
to it using delete, backspace, or insert.
_ 9. Lesson 3 ... use of “highlight” for telling the computer what is to be
changed, moving words or paragraphs from one place to another, making
up memoranda and business letters.
_10. All lessons and the Appendix... frequent use of illustrations to show what
the monitor screen looks like after issuing certain commands or to help
locate a specific place to make an entry in.
_11. Having the instructor use the large TV to show what his screen looks like
as each command is issued or after performing tasks.
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Figure 8.

Student: Evaluation of Lessons 4,

5,

6

Dissertation Research

Student Evaluation of Lessons 4, 5, 6
Name:_

Date:_

Please use a point system to indicat3e the value you would assign to the
Questions below ... 1 Least valuable
3. Neutral
4 Valuable
2 A little more valuable
5 Most valuable

1. Lesson 4 ... repeating the tasks of recalling an old document, changing it
and saving the changes as well as the task of starting a new document,
giving it a name, and saving it to a floppy disk once you were finished
with it.
2. Lesson 4 ... having the computer handle alignment (center, left or right),
using different type faces and type densities (boldness), making up two
column documents.
3. Lesson 5 ... repeating the tasks of recalling an old document, changing it
and saving the changes as well as the task of starting a new document,
giving it a name, and saving it to a floppy disk once you were finished
with it.
4. Lesson 5 ... doing special things such as letting the computer indent
whole paragraphs, changing sections or words to different type faces or
styles, and moving words and paragraphs around.
5. Lesson 6 ... repeating the tasks of recalling an old document, changing it
and saving the changes as well as the task of starting a new document,
giving it a name, and saving it to a floppy disk once you were finished
with it.
6. Lesson 6 ... making narrow single columns using the margin controls,
underlining or altering small sections of your material, having the
computer put in headers so you wouldn’t have to worry about carrying
them over from page to page or even having to number the pages, and
hyphenating then aligning both ends of a line within a paragraph
Gustifying).
continued next page
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Figure 8. continued

_7. Appendix C ... is a useful reference for looking up frequently performed
tasks.
_8. Frequent use of illustrations to show what the monitor screen looks like
after issuing commands or to point out where you could find specific
places to make an entry.
_9. The large screen used by the instructor to show the class what should
happen at each step.
_10. Substituting key strokes wherever possible to keep from having to use
the mouse pointer and buttons.
Now it’s your turn to help in the design of future courses.
There is obviously much more to be learned about computers and
computer software.
What additional instructions would you like?

Would you prefer to drop out some of the material and concentrate on the
basics more until you feel more comfortable about what you are doing?
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APPENDIX B
EXCERPTS FROM WORD 97 TEXT
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Getting Started
The computer revolution.
Christopher Evans in his book The Micro Millennium which was first published in
1980, begins with:
THIS BOOK is about the future. Not some distant future which we
and our descendants can blissfully ignore, but one which is
imminent and whose progress can be plotted with some degree of
precision. It is a future which will involve a transformation of world
society at all kinds of levels, and while taking place slowly at first,
will gather pace with sudden force. It’s a future which is largely
moulded by a single, startling development in technology whose
impact is just beginning to be felt. The piece of technology I’m
talking about is, of course, the computer.
Computer Basics is designed to bring a modicum of understanding to those
who have missed the opportunity to learn how to use this surprisingly intimidating
machine. Much of the fear of this truly stupid device comes as a result of the
highly specialized jargon which has sprung up around it. We start by defining
some of the more basic terms and adding a few new ones with each lesson.

All computers are divided into two parts.
Hardware ... the electronic machine which performs assigned tasks. This is the
part which has a chord that plugs into an electric outlet, can be turned on and off,
and physically delivers the expected results.
Software ... the instructions which control the machine’s performance. It is the
group of instructions which tell the device how to complete a required task.
These assignments
must be broken down into many simple tasks. The electronic computer seems to
do its work, sometimes quite complicated work, in a fleck of time. Perhaps it is
this performance of only an assigned task which confuses people about its
abilities.
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Some hardware elements.
Keyboard ... a device which is used to put
information into the computer one character
at a time. Computer keyboards are similar to
those used by mechanical or electric
typewriters even to the extent that the letter
arrangements designed to slow typists down
to keep from jamming the slow, mechanical devices. Were it not for the need to
alter touch typing training, faster keyboards could be designed which would
improve rate of input from these devices.
Monitor or Video ... a device which is used to display characters and/or pictures
in black and white or in color. These are so-called digital devices are the
forerunners of the newest television technology.
Hard disk... a device which is usually permanently mounted in side a computer
which is capable of recording, storing, and retrieving information or pictures.
These devices have extremely large capacities. Storage capacities of several
billion characters of information are quite common these days. There are hard
disk units available now which can be inserted and removed which improves data
security and portability.
Flexible, diskette, or floppy disk... a portable apparatus which is small enough
to be transported and stored easily. It is used in much the same way as the hard
disk for storing computer information ... either character or picture forms.
Today’s floppy disks are most often about 3-1/2” square with a metal slide on one
side which protects the flexible magnetic medium inside.
CD ROM... this storage medium was originally designed to produce music. The
name CD ROM is an acronym made by taking the first letter of each of the
several words which make up its definition ... Compact Disk Read Only
Memory (read only memory in this case is the recorded digital marks which
cannot be erased or rewritten). It worked so well because discrete digital marks
were used to generate sound that the computer industry investigate the
technique and found that computer characters and pictures could be placed on
them.
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Some general software.
Program ... a group of instructions which the computer can understand and
which when followed will perform tasks.

DOS ... another acronym - Disk Operating System ... in rather cryptic terms it
means what it says. It is the program that permits the computer to send and
record information on a disk or read the recorded information from the disk and
bring it into the computer’s memory. It works with hard disks, floppy disks, or
CD ROMs. In fact, the CD ROM must be recorded in a way that DOS can
understand.

Windows ... this is the name of a program which controls how and when other
programs can run. This program makes it possible for the computer to be using
several programs at the same time. The name Windows is the name given by its
manufacturer, Microsoft, it does permit opening windows to view what is
happening in one or more programs that are running at the moment of viewing.

Word Processing ... the name given to programs that accept data from input
devices and make these data into letters, brochures, form letters, and other
similar products. This is the easiest of programs to use. It produces results
similar to that which one can get from a typewriter. Names for such programs
are: Microsoft Write, Microsoft Works, Microsoft Word, Word Perfect, and
Claris Works. It is possible that information may be exchanged between many
of these programs. However, to do this the operator must give special
instructions when saving or opening files.

SaveAs... name the document (when you tell the program to start a New
Document it gives it a general name like DOCUMENT1.DOC) to make
sure that you don’t store something else in the same place on your disk,
you need to give the new document a special name. This “command” (a
direction that you give the computer to have it do the things you want it to
do) also lets you tell the computer what disk to put your new document on
and the way to write it.

Save... send information to a permanent storage device ... floppy disk,
hard disk, or optical disk. You must already have told it how and where to
do the saving with a SaveAs command.
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Open ... find and make available information from a permanent storage
device ... floppy disk, hard disk, optical disk, or CD-ROM.

Close ... stop using a document or file ... erase it from the screen.
Spreadsheet... the name given to programs which create displays that are
similar to an accountant's spreadsheet which was used for “what if and other
types of financial analysis.

Memory ... an area inside the computer hardware that can hold
information which the computer can use as long as a program that uses it
is running and the computer is turned on.

Record ... a collection of related information about a single topic.
File... a group of related records (information about one particular topic).

Creating, saving, and recalling a document
First a few conventions
So the computer program can understand that you are giving a command and
not just entering information, you must hold down one or two keys and press an
additional key or position the mouse pointer and press the mouse button to issue
the command. We will abbreviate the name for each key and separate these
names with a slash (/) or tell you what to point at and click on with the mouse.
For example:
Press alt/F

Click on File>Format>Font (first click File, then

For
Press ctrl/shift/F

mat, then Font)

Key commands are given by holding down the first one or two keys and
momentarily pressing the last key. Do not hold all keys down for any period of
time because the computer is set to repeat most keys that are held down for all
but a short length of
time.
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Starting a new document
If you just started the program or you have just "saved" and "closed" a finished
document a blank screen appears:
1. Press alt/F
2. Press Enter
3. Press Enter (again)
New document

IhHIi

Click New Document button or...
Click File >New

Now the screen shows a dialog box with a
picture on it that is labeled “Blank Document”.
If you click OK or press Enter a vertical line
“|” appears. The" |" blinks. This figure is

Lesson 1
called the "cursor" it marks the place where

New document screen

MS Word will start to put whatever character

you choose to send by pressing a key on your keyboard. However, special
characters such as a "paragraph mark" are displayed only when you want to see
them.
SaveAs... to give the document a name
The blue line at the top of your screen should show "Microsoft Word Documentl
(or 2,3, etc.). It is good practice to give this document the name which you want
it to be known
By. To do this you must go through a procedure called “SaveAs...”,The blue line
at the top of your screen should show "Microsoft Word Documentl (or 2,3, etc.).
It is good practice to give this document the name which you want it to be known
by so you must go through a procedure called “SaveAs...”.
1. Press alt/F.
2. Press A

Click File>Save As...
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Save in

File name

Now type in the name ymKwish to call this document (the File Name box is
already highlighted>Hn the upper left hand part of the dialog box is a rectangle
labeled Save in to get there you press alt/I. If you
look at the word "in" next to the box which tells
which drive it will use, you will notice that the letter
"i" is underlined. This means that you can get
there by pressing alt/l. A list of drives drops down.
Move the highlight to the floppy drive you want...
3-1/2” Floppy (A:) choose the drive you want and press Enter. The computer
saves your new document on the disk you chose and uses the name you gave it.
Notice that the name at the top of your screen now shows the new name instead
of the "Document#".
ltSnaWwwtJ*7.00C

«■

Always erase (close) your document when it is finished.
Once you finish your document, “Close” it.
1. Press alt/F
2. Press C

Click File
Click Close

Recalling an old document
If you just started the program or you have just "saved" and "closed" a finished
document a blank screen appears. To bring back a document that you finished
and saved:
Click on File>Open...
1. Press ctrl/O
Click Look m
2. Press alt/l
Click the drive you want
3. Press the arrow key to highlight
The drive it is on.
4. Press N
Click on the document you want.
4. Type in the document you want, press Enter
Look in
m

Note: You d/zrfvt have to do §ave As... after
you open a file because it already has a name
(look up at the blue strip and you will see your
file name displayed).
File name
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What to do with a finished document
It is always safe to put a document away and close it because the computer will
do unexpected things with anything that is left
-active.
Press ctrl/S
Press alt/F
Press C

Click on the
Click on File
Click on Close

Save

button

The screen will be erased and reset to be ready for your next command.
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Starting Word 97

Start button

The “Desktop” showing “Shortcut” Icons

Starting a program
Using the Mouse

Using Keys

Click Start button
Click Programs

1. Press Ctrl/Esc
2. Press the letter P

Selection
highlight
Programs as
highlighted

Programs Menu
Click on the wanted program
two times.

3. Use the arrow keys to move
the selection highlight over the
wanted program and press Enter.
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Make the "Toolbar" button bigger
View menu

Customize

Using keys

Using the mouse

1. Press alt/V

Click View

2. Press the letter T

Click Toolbars

3. Press the letter C

Click Customize

4. Press alt/O

Click Options

5. Press alt/L

Click Large Icons box

6. Press Enter

Click Close
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Standard Operations ... Step by Step
Start a new letter
Using the Mouse

Using Keys
1. Press Ctrl/N

Give it a name ... SaveAs
Using the Mouse

Using Keys
1. Press FI 2

Click on File
Click on SaveAs...

2. Press alt/I

Click on the long "Look |n" box

3. Press 3

Click on the "31/2 Floppy Disk"

4. Press Enter
5. Press Tab
6. Press alt/ N

Click on the box next to File Name:

7. Type in the name you want to use

Type in the name you want to use

(You can use letters and numbers but no special marks like
8. Press Enter

Click OK
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Put your letter away.
Using the Mouse

Using Keys

Click on aim (Save)
Click on File
Click on Close

1. Press Ctrl/ S
2. Press alt/F
3. Press C

Bring back a letter that you have put away ... (Open)
Using the Mouse

Using Keys
1. Press ctrl/O
3. Press alt/I

Click on the long Took in" box

4. Type 3

Click on the long "3 1/2 Floppy Disk” box

5. Press Enter
6. Press Tab

Click twice on the name of the
document you want

Click on the name of the document you
7. Use the arrow keys to move the
move the highlight to the document want
you want
8. Press Enter

Click on OK
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Change type face, size, shape, underline, indent... you must
highlight whatever you wish to change before you tell the
computer what to do!
If you wish to change as much as a line or a paragraph, move the cursor (|) to
the beginning (left hand end) of the line or top left hand corner of the paragraph.
Hold down the Shift key and use your arrow key to move the cursor down or
across ... the text will be surrounded by black. Now you can go to the Format
menu (hold down alt and press o or click on Format) and choose the command
you want to use.
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The computer revolution.
Christopher Evans in his book The Micro Millennium which was first published in
1980, begins with:
THIS BOOK is about the future. Not some distant future which we
and our descendants can blissfully ignore, but one which is
imminent and whose progress can be plotted with some degree of
precision. It is a future which will involve a transformation of world
society at all kinds of levels, and while taking place slowly at first,
will gather pace with sudden force. It’s a future which is largely
moulded by a single, startling development in technology whose
impact is just beginning to be felt. The piece of technology I’m
talking about is, of course, the computer.
Computer Basics is designed to bring a modicum of understanding to those
who have missed the opportunity to learn how to use this surprisingly intimidating
machine. Much of the fear of this truly stupid device comes as a result of the
highly specialized jargon which has sprung up around it. We start by defining
some of the more basic terms and adding a few new ones with each lesson.

All computers are divided into two parts.
Hardware... the electronic machine which performs assigned tasks. This is the
part which has a chord that plugs into an electric outlet, can be turned on and off,
and physically delivers the expected results.
Software... the instructions which control the machine’s performance. It is the
group of instructions which tell the device how to complete a required task.
These assignments
must be broken down into many simple tasks. The electronic computer seems to
do its work, sometimes quite complicated work, in a fleck of time. Perhaps it is
this performance of only an assigned task which confuses people about its
abilities.

Some hardware elements.
Keyboard ... a device which is used to put information into the computer one
character at a time. Computer keyboards are similar to those used by
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mechanical or electric typewriters even to the extent that the letter arrangements
designed to slow typists down to keep
from jamming the slow, mechanical devices. Were it not for the need to alter
touch typing training, faster keyboards could be designed which would improve
rate of input from these devices.
Monitor or Video ... a device which is used to display characters and/or pictures
in black and white or in color. These are so-called digital devices are the
forerunners of the newest television technology.
Hard disk... a device which is usually permanently mounted in side a computer
which is capable of recording, storing, and retrieving information or pictures.
These devices have extremely large capacities. Storage capacities of several
billion characters of information are quite common these days. There are hard
disk units available now which can be inserted and removed which improves data
security and portability.
Flexible, diskette, or floppy disk... a portable apparatus which is small enough
to be transported and stored easily. It is used in much the same way as the hard
disk for storing computer information ... either character or picture forms.
Today’s floppy disks are most often about 3-1/2” square with a metal slide on one
side which protects the flexible magnetic medium inside.
CD ROM ... this storage medium was originally designed to produce music. The
name CD ROM is an acronym made by taking the first letter of each of the
several words which make up its definition ... Compact Disk Read Only
Memory (read only memory in this case is the recorded digital marks which
cannot be erased or rewritten). It worked so well because discrete digital marks
were used to generate sound that the computer industry investigate the
technique and found that computer characters and pictures could be placed on
them.

Some general software.
Program... a group of instructions which the computer can understand and
which when followed will perform tasks.
DOS... another acronym - Disk Operating System ... in rather cryptic terms it
means what it says. It is the program that permits the computer to send and
record information on a disk or read the recorded information from the disk and
bring it into the computer’s memory. It works with hard disks, floppy disks, or
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CD ROMs. In fact, the CD ROM must be recorded in a way that DOS can
understand.
Windows ... this is the name of a program which controls how and when other
programs can run. This program makes it possible for the computer to be using
several programs at the same time. The name Windows is the name given by its
manufacturer, Microsoft, it does permit opening windows to view what is
happening in one or more programs that are running at the moment of viewing.
Word Processing ... the name given to programs that accept data from input
devices and make these data into letters, brochures, form letters, and other
similar products. This is the easiest of programs to use. It produces results
similar to that which one can get from a typewriter. Names for such programs
are: Microsoft Write, Microsoft Works, Microsoft Word, Word Perfect, and
Claris Works. It is possible that information may be exchanged between many
of these programs. However, to do this the operator must give special
instructions when saving or opening files.
SaveAs... name the document (when you tell the program to start a New
Document it gives it a general name like WORD1.WPS) to make sure that
you don’t store something else in the same place on your disk, you need
to give the new document a special name. This “command” (a direction
that you give the computer to have it do the things you want it to do) also
lets you tell the computer what disk to put your new document on and the
way to write it.
Save... send information to a permanent storage device ... floppy disk,
hand disk, or optical disk. You must already have told it how and where to
do the saving with a SaveAs command.
Open ... find and make available information from a permanent storage
device ... floppy disk, hard disk, optical disk, or CD-ROM.
Close... stop using a document or file ... erase it from the screen.
Spreadsheet... the name given to programs which create displays that are
similar to an accountant’s spreadsheet which was used for “what if and other
types of financial analysis.
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Data base ... very similar to the spreadsheet all of which is kept in memory
while it is in use. The data base usually contains so many records that they
can’t all be kept in memory at one time.
Memory ... an area inside the computer hardware that can hold
information which the computer can use as long as a program that uses it
is running and the computer is turned on.
Record ... a collection of related information about a single topic.
i

File ... a group of related records (information about one particular topic).

Creating, saving, and recalling a document
First a few conventions
So the computer program can understand that you are giving a command and
not just entering information, you must hold down one or two keys and press an
additional key or position the mouse pointer and press the mouse button to issue
the command. We will abbreviate the name for each key and separate these
names with a slash (/) or tell you what to point at and click on with the mouse.
When a series of key combinations or mouse point and clicks are needed to
complete a task we will use the “>“ symbol to tell you to go from one to the next.
For example:
Press aWf>0

Click File>Format>Font (first click File,

then
Press ctrl/shift/arrow

Format, then Font)

Key commands are given by holding down the first one or two keys and
momentarily pressing the last key. Do not hold all keys down for any period of
time because the computer is set to repeat most keys that are held down for all
but a short length of
time.
Starting a new document
If you just started the program or you have just "saved" and "closed" a finished
document the opening screen appears:
Press altfW

Click Word Processing button
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Now the screen shows "|J' in the upper
left hand corner. The "|" blinks. This
figure is called the "cursor" it marks the
place where MS Works’ Word Processor
will start to put in whatever character you
choose to send by pressing a key on
your keyboard. Characters other than
letters, numbers, punctuation, etc. will
not be displayed on your screen. Such
characters as a "paragraph mark" are
displayed only when you want to see
them.
Start up Screen
Word Processing
button
SaveAs... to give the document a name
The blue line at the top of your screen should show "Microsoft Works Wordl (or
2,3, etc.). It is good practice to give this document the name which you want it to
be known by so you must go through a procedure called “SaveAs...”.
. Press alt/f.>A
Click File>Save As...
File Name

Drives

Now type in the name you wish to call
this document (the File Name box is
already highlighted). In the lower
central part of the dialog box is a box
labeled Drives to get there you press
alt/v. If you will look at the word
"Drives" above the box which tells
what drive to use, you will notice that
the letter "v" is underlined. This
means that you can get there by
pressing alt/v. A list of drives drops
down. Move the highlight to the floppy
drive you want... either a or b and
press Enter. The computer saves your
new document on the disk you chose and uses the name you gave it. Notice that
the name at the top of your screen now shows the new name instead of the
•Word#".
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Recalling an old document
If you just started the program or you have just "saved" and "closed" a finished
document the “Start up” screen reappears:
. Press alt/F>0

Click on File>Open...

Make certain that the Drives box at lower center shows the drive you use for
your 3.5" floppy disk (it is usually a or b). If it's not, press alt/v, highlight the
proper disk letter, then press alt/n. The box below the File Name label should be
highlighted. Just enter the name of the file you want or choose it from the list of
files which appears below by pressing alt/tab and moving the highlight to the file
you want. Press Enter as soon as you highlight it.
Note: You don’t have to do Save As... after you open a file because it already
has a name (look up at the blue strip and you will see your file name displayed).
What to do with a finished document
It is always safe to put a document away and close it because the computer will
do unexpected things with anything that is left active.
. Press ctrl/s or press alt/F>S
. Press alt/C

Click on File>Save
Click on £ile>Close

The screen will be erased and the “Start up” screen will reappear.
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Standard Operations ... Step by Step
Using Keys

Using the Mouse

Start a new document
New Document

1. Press

Click New Document button

Ctrl IN

Click Word Processor

2. Press alt/W
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Give the document a name ... SaveAs
1. Press alt/F

Click on File

2. Press A

Click on SaveAs...

3. Press alt/V
4. Press A

Click on the J® to the right of the
“Drives" window
Click on a:

5. Press alt/N

Click on the box below File Name:

6. The cursor (the vertical blinking line) should now be in that box. Just type in
the name you want to give to the document you will be preparing. You can only
use eight letters and numbers but no spaces or punctuation marks.
7. Press Enter

Click OK
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Save and close your document
1. Press

Ctrl/

S

Click on amm (Save)

2. Press altfF

Click on File

3. Press C

Click on Close

Recall (open) a “saved” document.
Drives

Tab

Arrow Keys
1. Press alt/F

Click on File

2. Press O

Click on Open Existing File

3. Press alt/V

Click on Drives

4. Type in a:

Click on a:

5. Press alt/N

Click on the name of the document you
want
Click OK

5. Press Tab one time and use the
arrow key to get to your document
6. Press Enter
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Change type face, size, shape, underline, indent... you must
highlight whatever you wish to change before you tell the
computer what to do!
If you wish to change as much as a
line or a paragraph, move the cursor
(|) to the beginning (left hand end)
of the line or top left hand corner of
the paragraph. Hold down the Shift
key and use your arrow key to move
the cursor down or across ... the text
will be surrounded by black. Now
you can go to the Format menu (hold
down alt and press T or click on
Format) and choose the command
you want to use.

hont and Style

Tfc Britannic Bold
^ Broadway
if Brush Script MT
'f Century Gothic
Challenge Eitra Bold
Cotorma MT
Count?* New
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